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In memory of Leo Szilard, who passed away on May 30, 1964, we present 
an English translation of his classical paper Dber die Entropieuerminderung 
in einem thermodynamischen System bei Eingriffen intelligenter Wesen, 
which appeared in the Zeitschrift filr Physik, 1929, 53, 840-856. The publica
tion in this journal of this translation was approved by Dr. Szilard before he 
died, but he never saw the copy. At Mrs. Szilard's request, Dr. Carl 
Eckart revised the translation. 

This is one of the earliest, if not the earliest paper, in which the relations 
of physical entropy to information (in the sense of modem mathematical 
theory of communication) were rigorously demonstrated and in which Max
well's famous demon was successfully exorcised : a milestone in the integra
tion of physical and cognitive concepts. 

ON THE DECREASE OF ENTROPY IN A THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM 
BY THE INTERVENTION OF INTELLIGENT BEINGS 

by L eo Szilard 

T ranslated by .. tnatul Rapoport and Mechthilde 1\.noller from the original article "iiber dh Enlropiet'cr
mindenmg in einem thermodynamischen System bei Eingriffu~ intelligentcr ll'esen." Zritschnjl jar 
Physik, 1929, 53, 840- 856. 

The objective of the inve ligation i to 
find th conditions which apparently allow 
tlH' con !ruction of a perpet ual -motion ma
chine of the ccond kind , if one permits an 
intelligent beinO' to int ervene in a thermo
dynamic system. ·when such being make 
mea ·urements, they make the sy tem behav 
in a manner di tinctly different from the way 
a mechanical system behaves when left to 
it elf. We how that it is a ort of a memory 
faculty, manifested by a system where 
mea. uremen ts occur, that might cau e a 
permanent decrease of ent ropy and thus a 
violation of the econd Law of Thermody
namics, were it noL for the fact that the 
mea urement themsclve arc necessarily 
accompanied by a production of ent ropy. At 
first we calculate this production of entropy 
quite generally from the po tulate that full 
compensation is made in the sense of the 

econd Law (Equation [1]). Second, by 
using an inanimate device able to make 
mea. urement - however under continual 
entropy product ion- \\'C shall calculate the 
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rc ullinO' quantity of entropy. \\"c find that 
it i exa ·tly as great a i nece sary for full 
compen ation. The actual product ion of 
entropy in connection with the tn('asure
ment, therefore, need not be greater than 
Equation (1) require . 

T IIEHE is an objection, already historical, 
against the uniYersal , ·aliclity of the 

econd Law of Thermodynamic ·, ,,·hich in
deed looks rather ominous. The objPct ion is 
embodied in the notion of :\iax,,·ell's demon , 
\\'ho in a different form appear" <·,·en nowa
day again and again; perhaps not unrea~on
abJy, inasmuch as behind the precisely 
formulated question quantitati,·e connec
tion com to be hidden which to elate have 
not been clarified. The objection in it:i origi
nal formulation concen a clPmon who 
catches the fast molecule and let ::; the slow 
one pass. To be urc, the objection can be 
met with the reply that man cannot in prin
ciple foresee the value of a tlwrmally A uc
tuating parameter. Ilowe,·er, one \'annot 
deny that we can very \Yell measure the 
value of such a fluct uating paramet cr and 
therefore could certainly gain energy at the 
expense of heaL by arranging our irlt <'1'\'('ll-
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t ion a('('Ording to the result of the mea ·me
nwnts. Prr,;ently, of comse, wr do not knO\Y 
,,-lwt hrr \H.' commit an c>nor by not inrlud
ino- the int C'I'YCning; man in to tlw sy tem and 
by disregarding hi · biological phenomena. 

. \part from this unresolvrd n1atter, it i 
known today that in a syst<•mldt to itself no 
"prrpl'tuum mobile" (prrpctual motion ma
chilw) of tlw second kind (more exactly , no 
" automatic machine of continual finite 
work-yirld "-hich u ·e · heat at the lowest 
tPmpc>ratmc") can operate in spite of the 
fluctuation phenonJc•na. A pcrpC'tuum mobile 
would han· to be a machine which in tlw 
long run could lift a weight at the> expc>ns<.' of 
the heat content of a rc ·crvoir. ln other 
" ·ords, if we• want to us<.' the fluctuation phc
nolnena in order to gain energy at tlw ex
pense' of heat , we arc in the same position as 
playing a game of chance, in " -hich we may 
win C<.'rtain amount · now and then, although 
thr expec·tation value of lhc "·innin!rS i. zero 
or nrgativr. The same applies to a sy ·trm 
where the intervention from outside is per
formrd st ric·lly pcriodic·ally, ay by periodi
cally moving machine .. We con idcr t hi as 
established (Szilard, 192.)) and intend here 
onl.'' to eonsider the difficultic that oc·cur 
when intelligent beings intervene in a sys
tem. We shall try to discover the quantita
tive rE'lat ions having to do with thi inter
vent ion. 

Smoluchow. ki (1914, p. 9) writes: "As 
far as '"e know today, there i no automatic, 
permanently effective perpetual motion ma
chine, in pite of the molecular fluctuations, 
but such a d vice might, perhaps, function 
regularly if it were appropriately operated by 
intclligE'nt beings .... " 

A perpetual motion machine therefore is 
po ·sible if according to the general method 
of phy ' ic · " ·e view the experimenting man 
as a sort of deus e.r machina, one " ·ho is con
tinuously and exactly informed of the exist
ing tate of natme and who is able to tart or 
interrupt the macro copic cour e of nature 
at any moment without expend iture of work. 
Therefore he \YOuld definitely not have to 
possess the ability to catch single molecule 
like .:\ laxwell's demon, although he " ·ould 
definitely be different from real living beings 
in posse ing the above abilitic . In el iciting 
any physical dicct by act ion of the en ory 

a. '"ell a the motor nelTOU systems a 
degradation of energy is aka,v invol\'Cd, 
quite apart from the fac·t that the Ycry 
cxistenec of a nen·ou~ sy, tem is dependent 
on continual dis ipation of energy . 

\\-hdher con idcring these circum-
·tancc rcalli,·ing being · could eontinuall_.,· 
or al lea t rrgularly produce energy at I he 
ex pen e of heat of tlw lo"·e ·t t empemt ure ap
pear · very doubtful, cYcn I hough om ignor
anee of the biological phenomena docs not 
allow a dE'finitc ans\\·er. Tio"·evcr, the latter 
que tio11S lead beyond the scope of ph,v · ics 
in the trict ·en c. 

lt appears that the ignorance of the bio
logical phenomena need not prevent u from 
understandin()' that which ·erms to us to br 
the pssential thing. \Yc may lw sure that 
intellio·ent livi110' beings- insofar as "-c arp 
dealing with their intctTcnt ion in a tlwr
modynamic ystem can be• replaced by non 
living devices who e "biological phenomena" 
one could folio" - and determine "·hct her in 
fact a compensation of the entropy dC'cTcasC' 
takes plate a are ull of the intervention b." 
such a device in a system. 

In the fir t place, " ·c wish to lcam what 
circumstance c·ondition the decrease' of 
entropy which take · place when intelligent 
living being in t crvcne in a I hermoclynam ic 
ystcm. W e hall ec that !hi dcp0nd on a 

certain type of coupling bPt w0en different 
parameter of the y I em. We hall eon icier 
an unu ually simple type of thcsP ominous 
couplings. 1 For brevity we . hall talk about a 
"mea urcmcnt," if " ·c uccecd in coupli1JO' 
the value of a paramrter y (for in lance the 
po ilion co-ordinat e of a point er of am a ' 
ming instrument) at one moment with the 
simultaneou value of a fluc-tuating parame
ter x of the sy tem, in such a " ·ay that, from 
the value y, we can draw conclusion · about 
the value that .r had at the moment of the 
' measurement." Then let :r and y be un
coupled after the mea urement, o that .r can 
change, while y retain its value for some 
time. uch mea uremcnts arc not harmlcs 
interventions. A system in whic·h suc·h 
measurement occur shows a ort of memory 

1 The author evidenth· u ·e · the word " umi 
nou "in the sense that the pos~ibility of realizing 
the proposed arrangement threatens the validity 
of the Second Law. "T ranslator 
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faculty, in l he sen e that one can recognize 
by the tate parameter y \\·hat value a not her 
. talc parameter .r had at an earlier moment, 
and we hall sec that ·imply becau. e of uch 
a memory the eeond Law would be Yio
latcd, if l he measurenwnt <'Ould take place 
without compensation. \Yc hall rcalizP that 
the Sec·ond Law i not threatened a: much 
by this entropy dcc rC'a~e as one \\·ould think, 
a oon a we sec that the entropy dcercase 
re ·ulting from the intervention would be 
compensated eompiC'tely in any event if t hC' 
cxeC'u(ion of ' Ul'h a mea urement were for 
in tanre, ah\·ays acc·ompanicd by produc
tion of k log 2 unit of entropy. In l hat ca C' 
iL will be possible to find a more general 
entropy law, \\·hich applies univer ·ally to all 
mea urcmcnl ·. Finally \\"C' ::;hall con · icier a 
very simple (of course, not living) device, 
that is able to make measur<'mC'nt con
tinually and who e "biologieal phenomena" 
we ran easily follow . By direcL calculation, 
one finds in fact a continual entropy produc
tion of the magnitude required by the above 
ment ioned more gene ral ent ropy law de
rived from the validity of the cconcl Law. 

The fir t example, which \ \ "C are goi.J1o· to 
con ici er morC' clo e ly a a typical one, is the 
follm\·u1g. A standing hollow cylinder , clo cd 
at both end , ean be separated into two 
po ibly unequal ection of vo lume 1'1 and 
\ ' 2 re ·per tivdy by inserting a partition from 
t he side at an arbil rarily fixed heio·h l. This 
par tition form a piston that can be moved 
up and down in the eylindcr. An infinitely 
large heal re ervoir of a o·iven temperature T 
in ·mes that. any gas present in the cylinder 
undero·oes isothermal ex pan ion a the 
pi l.on move . This ga hall consi l of a 
ingle molecule \\·hich , a long a l.hc piston 

is not in crtcd into the cylinder, t umblrs 
about in the whole cylinder by virtue of it 
thermal motion . 

Jmagi.ne, pccifically , amanwhoatagiv n 
tin1e im;erts the piston into the cylinder and 
::;omchow notes \\·hcther the molecule i · 
caught in tlw upper or lower part of the cyl
inder, that i , in Yolumc I '1 or I ·~ . If he 
tihould find that the former i the ca 'C, then 
he wou ld move• the piston slowly dowmYard 
until it reaches the huttom of the cylinder. 
During this slow movement of thC' pis ton the 
molecule stays, of course' , abovC' the piston. 

IlO\\"C\'Cr, it is no longer constrained to tlw 
upper part of the c·ylindPr but bounrPs many 
time · again l the pi ton " ·h ieh i::- already 
moving in the lo"·cr part of tlw !'ylindcr. In 
this \\·ay the molcrulc doC' a c·C'rtain amount 
of work on the piston. Th i is the \\·ork that 
COJTe pond · to the isot henna! C'xpan,;ion of 
an ideal gas <'Onsist ing of OllC' ::-i ngl<' mole
cule from volume 1' 1 lo tlw Yolume 
1'1 + r 2. ,\. ftC'r 'OmC lime, whC'n lhC' piston 
has reac·hcd the bot lom of tlw C'Ontaincr, llw 
molecule ha again the full volunw 1"1 + 1' 2 

to movC' about in and t hC' piston i,; t lwn rC'
ntovcd. The proc·pdurC' can br l'l'pC'atc•d a ' 
many limes as dt' ·i.red. The man ntoves the 
piston up or down depcndi ng on wlwt her l hC' 
molPtulc is trappC'd in thC' upper or IO\\"C'r half 
of the piston . I n morC' dC'tail , thiti motion 
may be eau eel by a weight, that i,; to be 
rai eel, through a mechani ·m that trantim it 
the force from the pi ton to thC' wright, in 
ueh a way that the !attN i=- always dis

placed upward·. I n this wa~· the potential 
energy of I he weight certainly inc· rea 'C' 
eon tantly. (T hC' transmis ion of foreC' to the 
weight is best arrangC'd so that the fore 
exerted by the weigh l on lhC' pi=-t on at any 
po ition of thC' latter equals the avc'rage 
pressure of the ga .) I t i · clear that in this 
manner energy is constantly gaim'd at the 
ex pen e of hC'at, in ofar a t Iw bioloo·ical 
phC'nomena of thC' int crvcning man arC' ig
norC'd in the caleulation. 

I n order to understand the es::-:eiH'C of the 
man' effect on the system, one be,;t imagines 
that the movement of lhC' piston i,; performed 
mec hanieally and that l hC' man's activity 
con i t only in dC'termining t lw alt it udP of 
the molecule and in pushing a lcvC'r (\\·hirh 
stC'crs tlw piston ) to thC' right or Idt, depend 
ing on whether thC' molecuiC''s height require'S 
a down - or upward movc•mcnt. Thi::- mean· 
that the intervention of the hunta11 being 
consi ·t only in thC' C'Oupling of two position 
eo-ordinate., namely a c·o-ordinate .r, which 
dclC'rmines the altit udc oft hr molet•ttlc', with 
another co-ordinate y, whic·h clrtC'rminc's the 
posit ion of the kn' r and t lwrcfon' al 'O 
whet her an upward or downward mol ion is 
imparted to the piston. It is bC'st to imagine 
the ma:s of the pis ton as largC' and its ,;pee I 
sufficiently great, so that the lhC'l'lll:ll agita-
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tionofth pi tonat the temperature in que 

tion can I 0 neglected . 
I n the typical example presented here, we 

wi h to distingui h hYo periods, namely: 
1. The period of measurement when the 

piston ha ju:;t been inserted in the middle of 

the r.vlind0r a nd the molecule lli trapped 
either in the upper or lower part; o that if we 

choo ·e the origin of co-ordinate' · appropri

ately, the .r-eo-ordinate of the molecule is 

r0stricted to eithe r the interval ;r > 0 or 

. r < 0; 
:2. The p •riod of utilization of the meas-ure

ment, "the period of decrease of entropy " 

durinp; which the piston is moving up or 
do\\·n. Dming thi period the .r-eo-ordinate 

of tlw molecule i · certainly not re tJ·icted to 

the original interval .r > 0 or .t < 0. Rather , 
if the molecule was in the upper half of the 

cylinder during the period of mea urement, 

i.e., wh n .r > 0, th molecule mu t bounce 
on thr downward -moving piston in the lo\\'er 

part of the cylinder, if it i to transm it 

energy to the piston ; that is, the co-ordinate 

:r has to enter the inte rval :r < 0. The lever, 

on tlw c·ontrary, rrtains during the whole pe
riod it s position toward the right, corre

sponding 1 o dO\\·mrard motion. If the po i
tion of the ]e, ·er toward the right i d esig

nated by y = 1 (and col'l'e pondingly the 

po it ion toward the kft by y = - 1) we ee 
that during the period of mea urement, the 

po ition .r > 0 correspond· to y = 1; but 
afterwardK lJ = 1 stays on, ev n thouo·h .r 
pa ses into the other interval .r < 0. We see 

that in the utilization of the mea ·w-ement 

the oupling of the two parameter :r and y 
disappears. 

We hall . ay, quite o·enemlly, that a pa

rameter y "measure " a parameter .r (which 

varies ac-eorcling to a probability law), if the 

value of y is directed by the valu of param
eter :1' at a given moment. A measurement 

procedure underlie the entropy dee r ase 

effected hy the intervention of int elligent 

beino·s. 
One may rea ·onably assume I hat a meas

urement prol'edure i fundamentally asso
c-iated wi th a c-ertain definite average entropy 

procluetion, and that this res tore concord

ance wi th the . ec-o nd Law. The amount of 
entropy generated by the mea urement may, 

of course, ahmy be greater than thi funda-

mental amount, but not maller. T o pu t it 

preri ely: we have to di'tinguU1 here be
l \\' tcn h\·o entropy values. One of them, S1 , 
is produerd \\·lwn during the measurement y 
a , ume the value 1, and thr other, ,~2 , \\·hen 
y a ' umc:; the value - 1. \\' e c·annot <'xpeel 

to get general information about ~~~ or 82 
eparately , but we ·ha ll sre that ({ the 

amount of entropy prod ucr d by the "mea -
urement" is to rom pen,ale the en! ropy de

crease affected by utilization, the relation 
mu t alway hold good . 

(1 ) 

One er fro m thi · fo rmula I hat one ran 

make one of the val uPs, for in tanre .~ 1 , as 

small as one \Yishes, but then the othrr value 
R2 become col'l'e pondingly greater. Fur

thennore, one can notice that the magnitudr 
of the int erval under con ·idrration i of no 

consequence. One c-an al o m ily understand 
that it c·annot be othen\-ise. 

Conver ely , as long a the ent r pies:\ and 

82, produred by tlw measurements, . atisfy 
t he inequality (1), \\'e ran be ure that the 

expectrd decrca e of ent ropy eau ed by the 

lat er utilization of the mea · urement will be 

fully compensated. 
Brforc we proceed \\·ith the proof of in 

equality (1), let u ee in the liO'ht of the 

above mec-haniral example, how all this fit 

together. For the entropie · •~1 and 8 2 pro

duced by the mea urement we make I he 
followinO' An atz: 

(:2) 

This an atz atisfie inequality (1) and 

the mean value of the quantity of ent ropy 

produced by a measurement is (of cour e in 

thi p cial case independent of the fre

quenr te tv1, 102 of the two eYent ) : 

.~ = k loO' :2 ( :~ ) 

In thi exampl one achieves a dec r0a ·e of 

entropy by the i othermal expan -ion :2 

l -1 
-/dog l -1 + l~; 

( -J. ) 

z The ntropy generated i denoted by ,,,, Rz. 
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dc·pending on whether thr molecule wa 
found in YOlUlHC' 1"1 or 1·2 \\·hen the piston 
wa insrrtrd. (Thr decrca e of entropy 
eq ual thr ratio of the quantity of heat taken 
from the hrat re ervoir dming the isothermal 
expan ion, to the tcmperat un' of the heat 
rrscrvoir in que lion ) .. inc-c in the above 
ea r the frequencies w1 , w2 are in the ratio of 
the volu mes 1·1, 1'2, the mE'an value of the 
ent ropy generated is (a negative numbE'r) : 

-~ =W1·(+~1) + W2·C+ •'2) = 

l'2 r~ 
V1 + 1r2 k log 1·1 + r 2 

As one can sec, we ha\'C, indeed 

l '9 

-k log 1,
1 
+ F

2 
+ k log 2 ~ 0 

(6) 

and therefore: 

8 + s ~ 0. (7) 

In I he spec·ial case con ide red, \\'C would 
a ·tually have a full compensation for the de
crea e of ent ropy achieved by the utilizat ion 
of ihe mea uremcnt. 

' Ve ·hall not examine more special case , 
but in·tcad try to clarify the matter by a 
general argument, and to derive formula (1) . 
W e hall therefore imagine the whole y -
tcm- in which the co-ordinate :r, exposed to 
ome kind of thermal flu ct uations, can be 

measured by the parameter yin the \Yay ju t 
explained as a multitude of particles, all 
enclosed in one box. E\·cry one of the e par
ticle can move freely, so that they may be 
considered a the molecule of an ideal o-as, 
which, because of thermal agitation, wander 
about in the common box independently of 
each other and exert a certain pres. ure on the 
wall of the box- the pressure being dctcr
mi.ncd by the temperature. \Ve shall now 
con icier two of these molecule a chemi
cally different and, in principle, cparable by 
cmipermcablc walls, if the co-ordinate .r for 

one mol cuk is in a prca igned interval 
while the COI't'C pondino- co-ordinate of t he 
other molecule fall out ide that intervaL We 

also shall look upon them as chemically d if
fcrent if they differ only in that the y co
ordi.nate is + 1 fo r one and -1 for the other. 

\\·e hould like to gi\'e the box in \\·hich the 
"molecules" are tored the fo rm of a hollO\\' 
cyl indcr containing four pi torlli. P istons ..-1 
and .11 arc fixed while the other h\'O arc mov
able, so that the distance BB 1 always equals 
the distance .·Lt 1

, a i...:; indicated in Figure 1 
by the hYo bracket ·- A 1 , the bottom, and B 
the cover of the container, arc impermeable 
for all "molecule , while A. aud B 1 arc emi
permeable; namely, .1 is permeable only for 
tho e "molecule 'for which the pa rameter .r 
is in the prea signed interval, i.e., (.r1 , :r2), B 1 

is Otli:V permeable for the ret. 

B 
A -----

(2) 

(1) 

------ B ' 

A' 2 

FIG. 1 

In the beginning the pi.ston B i":i at 11 and 
therefore B 1 at .A 1 , and all "molecules" are 
in the space betw en. A certain fract ion of 
the molecules have their co-ordinate x in the 
prca igned interval. We hall designate by 
Wt the probability that this i theca c fo r a 
randomly selected molecule and by Wz the 
probability that .r i.s out ide the interval. 
Then w1 + W2 = 1. 

Let the d istribution of the parameter !J be 
over thE' value + 1 and -1 in any propor
tion but in any event independent of the 
:r-values . We imagine a n intervention by an 
intelligent being, who impart to y the value 
1 for all " molecules" who ' c .rat that moment 
is in the elected interval. Otherwi:c the 
value - 1 i.s a irrned. If th n becau e of 
thermal fluctuation, fo r any " molecule," the 
parameter :r houlcl come out of the prca -
signed interva l or, a , we al ' o may put it, if 
the "molecule" uff r a monomolecular 
chemical reaction with regard to .r (by which 
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it is transformed from a ::;peciPs that can pa 
the semippnneablP piston .1 into a specit'. ' for 
which the piston is impNmcablP ), tlwn the 
parametN !J retains it · ,-alue 1 for the time 
being, so that the "moleculP," becausP of tlw 
value of the parameter !J , ' 'remembers" 
durin!!; the ,,·hole following process that .r 
originally was in the preassigned interval. 
\Ye shall see immediatPly ,,·hat part thi 
memory may play. After the intervention 
ju t di cussed, \\'P n1ow• the piston, so thaL 
" ·e ·<•parate the t \\' O kind · of molecules with
out doing work. Thi n• ult in I \\'0 con 
tainer ·, of which the fir t contain only the 
one modifieation and thr rc·ond only the 
othrr. Each modifieation now occupirs the 
amr volume a the mi.xturr did previou ly. 

In one of these c·onlainers, if con idNrd by 
itself, t hrn' is now no equilibrium with re
gard to thr two "modifiC'ations in .r." Of 
cour. e thr ratio of the two modific·ation ha 
remained WI: w2 . Jf we allow thi equilibrium 
to be achirved in both containN · indPprnd
ently and at con · tant volumr and tempera
ture, then t hr rn t ropy of the sy t em eer
tainly ha incrra. cd. For t hr total heat 
relea e i 0, ince the ratio of the two "modifi
cation. in .r" WI: '!1'2 does not c·hange. If \\'e 
accomplish the equilibrium distribution in 
both containers in a rrvrrsible fa hion then 
the rntropy of thr rrst of the world will de
crea e by the samr amount. Therefor<' the 
entropy inerea e by a negative value, and, 
the value of the entropy in('l'ease per mole
cule is exactly: 

s = k(w1 log W1 + Wz log w2) . (9) 

(The rntropy <·onstants that wr must as
sign to the two "modifications in .r" do not 
oecm here explicitly , a the proePss leave · the 
total n umber of moleculr belonging to the 
one or the other ·pecies unehanged. ) 

X ow of coursP WP cannot bring tlw two 
gas<'s back to thp original volume \Yithout 
exppnditure of work by ·imply moving the 
piston back, as there arp no\\· in the con
tainer which is bounded by the pistons 
BE' al o molecuk · '"ho. c .r -eo-ordinate lies 
outsidP of the prpassigncd inter\'al and for 
\Yhich tlw piston • 1 is not pPrmPablc any 
long<'l'. Thus one can sec• that tlw calculated 
decn~a e of entrop:v (Equation [H]) doc's not 
mean a <·ontradiction of the Second Law . . 1s 

long a we do nol use the faclthatth e molec ule ~ 

in the ('ontainer BB' , by l'irtue of their co
ordinate y, ·· remember" that the .r-eo-ordinate 
fo r the mofecul s of th i. con/a incr originally 
was in the preassigned interl'al , full contpensa
tion e.r ists for the calculated decrca.~£ ~~r entropy, 
by virtue of Uw fart that the partial pre -
. urps in th two container ' are smaller than 
in tlw original mixtur<'. 

But now we can use the fact that all mole
cule in the containN BB' hat·e the y-eo-ordi
nate 1, and in the other acford ingly -1, to 
bring all molecules back aga in to the original 
t•olwne. To acC'omplish t hi , \\·e on!~, need to 
rep lac<' thp sem ipernwable \\'all .1 b? a 'mll 
.1*, " ·hich is srmiprrmeabiP not with reoard 
to .r but \\·ith regard to !J namrl~· ;;:o that it is 
pernwable for the molecule's \\·ith the y-eo
ordinate• 1 and impermeable for tlu• others. 
Correspondingly we replacr B' by a piston 
B'*, \\·hich is impemwabl<• for the molccub> 
with y = -1 and prrmcable for the otlwrs. 
Then both containers can be put into <'ach 
other again without cxprnditur<' of energ~·. 
The distribution of the y-eo-ordinate with 
re()'ard to 1 and - 1 now has become sta
tistically indeprndcnt of t hr .r-ntlur and b<'-
ide we arP able tore-<' tabli -h the orio-inal 

di tribution over 1 and -1. Thus \\' C \Yould 
have gone through a complete cyclr. Th 
only ehange thal we have to regisl<'r is the 
re. ulting deerPa e of entropy ginn by (D): 

s = k(w1 log w1 + tc~ log u·J . (10) 

Ifwcdonot wi h to admit that th<' erond 
Law ha been violated, wr must c·onclude 
thai lhe inletTenlion which establi hes the 
couphng between y and x, the mea, Hre111ent of 
:r by y, must be accompanied by a production 
of entropy. If a definit<' way of achiPYino- this 
c·oupling i: adopted and if t hP quantity of 
entropy that i inevitably produeed is dr:ig
natrd by.\ and , '2 , wherP 81 stand::; for the 
mean incrra.:P in entropy I hat occur,; wlwn !/ 
aequires Uw value 1, and accordingly 2 for 
the incrPasc that occurs when !/ ac·quire. the 
value -1, " ·c arrive at the equation: 

(11 ) 

l n order for the Second Law to rpm am 111 

force , this quantity of rntropy mu. t be 
greatPr than the decrpasr of Pntropy s, which 
according to (D) is produced by thr utiliza -
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tion of the mea:;urement. Therefore the fol 
lo\\·ing unequality mu ·t he valid: 

,' + - ~ 0 

(12) 

+ /;( u·1 log w1 + u·~ log w~) ~ 0 

This equation must he valid for any values 
of w1 and u·2 

3 and of cour~e th(• constraint 
w~ + U'2 = 1 eannot be violated. \Y(• ask, in 
particular, for \YhiC'h ll' t and w2 and given 
s-,·alues the expre ion becomes a minimum. 
For the t \1'0 minimizing Yalue · w1 and u..· 2 the 
inequality (12) must still be valid. "Gnder the 
above con~traint, the minimum occur. when 
the following equal ion hold : 

s~ s2 + ]oo· w1 = - + loo· Wo ( 1:3 ) k 0 k ~ -

But then: 

s2 ~.: ~ l. ( 14) 

This is ea ' ily een if one introduce· the no
tation 

then: 

(16) 

If one substitutes the e value into the in
equality (12) one get : 

f..c\ e s , k + e-s, k) ~ 0. (17) 

Therefore the follo\\·ino· also hold 

}.. ~ 0. (1 ) 

If one put the values w1 and w2 from (16) 
into the equation w1 + w2 = 1, one get 

-s ,'k + e-.~ , k = e- >-.. (19) 

And becau e f.. ~ 0, the following hold ·: 

e- t lk + e-s, 'k ;::_; 1. (20) 

This equation must he univer ·ally valid, if 
thermodynamic is not to be violated. 

As long as "·e allow intelligent beings to 
perform the intervention, a direct te t is 

3 The increa e in entropy can depend only on 
the type of measurement and their re ults but 
not on how many ysiems of one or the other type 
were pre ent. 

not pos ible. But \I'C' ean try to desc-ribe im
ple nonliving devi<·<· that· effect sueh <'OU
pling, and . C'C' if indeed entropy i._ g<•nrratrd 
and in \\·hal quantity. lTa\·ing already re!'Og
nizrd that the only important faetor is a 
certain <·harael erist ie l~·pe of <·ouplino·, a 
"mea ·un•mt•n t " \I'C' need not eom;t ruet any 
complic·ated modc•ls whic·h imitate' the intrr
vention of living !wing ' in detail. \Ye C'an he 
sal i:;fird with the <·onst rue! ion of this par
tieular t yp(' of eouplincr \\·hiC'h is aC'C'Om
panied by mrmory. 

In om next PxamplP, the po. ition eo-or
dinate of an oscillat in ·pointer i;;; "measurrcl" 
by tlw Pnrrgy eontent of a body !\. The 
pointer is :;uppo.-rd to conne<·t, in a purely 
mechanic·al way the body K lw " ·ho:;e 
energy c·ontent the po itior; of the 1;ointrr i: 
to bP mea ured by hPat c·ondueti n " ·ith 
one of l\YO intermediate piece;;, .1 or B. The 
body is eonnreted with .t a~ long a · thr co-· 
ordinate "·hi<'h determines the po,· it ion of 
thr pointer fall::; into a C'ertain prcal' io-ned, 
but othenYi.<;r arbitrarily large or small inter
val a, and ol henYisr if the C'O-ordinate is in 
the interval b, \\'ith B. Up to a eerlain mo
ment, namely thr moment of the "mra lll'<.'
mrnt," both intermediate pirces will be 
thermally C'Onneeted \\'ith a heat reservoir at 
tempC'raturr 'l'o . At !hi · moment tlw in et·
tion "t "·ill be cooled rrversibly to I he tem
prrature T -1 , e.g., by a periodic·ally function
ing mechanic·al deviC' . That i , after 
succes ive contact with heat re ·ervoirs of 
intermediate temperature., A will be brought 
into C'Onlact with a heat rC' ervoir of the 
temperature T.t. At the same time the in er
tion B will br hrated in the same \\'ay to 
temperature T/J. Then the intermediate 
piece will again be isolated from the ·orre
sponding heat re ervoirs. 

We as ume that the po ·it ion of the pointer 
chanO'es ·o lowly that all the operation 
that \\'e haYe ketched take place whil the 
po i1 ion of the pointer remains unehanged. 
If the position co-ordinate of I he pointer fell 
in the prca::;signed interval, then the body 
\\'a c·onnrctcd with the in rrtion .-1 during 
the above-mrntioned operation, and con, e
quently is now cooled to temperature T.t . 

In the oppo itc ca. e, the body i now 
heated to temperature Tu. It energy con
tent becornr - aecordinO' to the po it ion of 
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the poi11ter at the time of "mea urement"-
mall at temperature '1\ or great at tempera

ture Tn and will retain its value, ev('ll if the 
pointer eventually leave tlw prca signed 
interYal or enters into iL After ome time, 
while the pointer is till os ·illaiing one ean 
no long(•r draw any definite conclu, ion from 
the rnergy content of the body !{ with re
gard to tlw momentary position of the 
pointer but one can draw a definite condu
sion \\·ith rerrard to the position of the pointer 
at the tim of the mea urement. Then the 
measurement i eompl ted. 

After the m a urcment ha been ac
compli hcd, the above-mentioned periodic
ally functioning mechanical de\'ice should 
connect the thermally isolated insertions .1 
and B with the heat reservoir '1'0• Thi has 
the purpo. e of bringing the body K - which 
is 110\Y al o COIUlC'Ctcd with one of the bro 
intermrdiate pieces back into its original 
tate. The direct connection of the intermedi

ate piece and hence of the body K- which 
ha been either cooled to T.t or heated to 
Tn- to the rc ·crvoir To consequently causes 
an increa e of entropy. This cannot po ibly 
be avoided, becau c it would make no sen c 
to heat the in crtion A rever ibly to the 
temperature T 0 by succe sive contacts with 
the reservoir of intermediate temperature 
and to cool B in the same manner. After the 
mea urement we do not know with which of 
the two insertion the body ]( is in contact 
at that moment; nor do we know whet her it 
had been in eonnection \Yith T A or Tn in the 
end. Therefore neil her do \Ye know whet her 
we should u. c intermediate temperatures be

tween 'J'A and 'l'o or between 'l'o and T B· 

The mean value of the quantity of en
tropy 81 and , 2, per measurement, can be 
calculated, if the heat capacity as a function 
of the temperature u(T ) is known for the 
body 1\, ·ince Lhe entropy can be calculated 
from the heat capacity. We have, of course, 
neglected the heat capacities of the inter
mediate piece . If the po:ition co-ordinate 
of the pointN wa in the preassigned in! er
val at the t imc of the " mea urement," ami 
accordingly the body in connection with in
sertion ..t, then thr entropy conveyed to the 
heai re:ervoir ' durino· ucce ive cooling was 

f ro!__ dfi 

r.., TdT. 
( 21) 

IlO\YeYci·, follO\Ying this, the entropy with
draml from the resctToir '1' 11 h.'· dirrct con
tact " ·ith it ,,·a. 

!7 ( 'l'o) - u(T,) 
'l'u 

All in all thr entropy ,,·as increased by 
the amoLmt 

= il ( T .<) - il ( 'l'u) +J To 1 dll /'1' ( •)3 ) 
' A Tu r .

1 
T dT ( · -

Analogou ly, the rntropy ,,-ill incrrase by 
the folJo,,·ing amount, if the body wa , in eon

tact with the intermediate piccP B at the 
time of the ''mrasurement": 

'y e Rhall now evaluate t he~e cxpn• ·sion 
for the Yery implc c·a · c, ,,·here t hr body 
which ,,·e u e ha ' only two energ.'' states, a 
lower and a highrr tate. If sueh a body is in 
thermal contact with a hrat n•st•n·oir at any 
temperature T, the probability that it is in 
the lower or upper state is gt\'Pll by re-
peetively: 

p ( '1') = __ 1____,.,-) 
1 + gcr "k7' ~ 

-u k T 
(2.)) 

ge I 
1 + ge- " k 1· 

q( T ) = 

Her u tands for thr difTcrencp of ('11Np;y 

of the t\m tate ' and (/ for tlw ·tatistical 
weight. We can ct the PIINgy of the 
lower tatr equal to zero ,,·ithout loss of 
generality. Thereforc:4 

( '1, ) l ] q( 'l', ) P ( Tu) 
8 ., = q A ,· og q(T ,fp (T ,) 

I I p ( T _, ) ~ + ,· og p(T o) 

_ ( '1' ) 1• I q( 'l'u) P ( T u) . 
• /] - p n " og ('l' ) ( '1' ) 

(f II p II 

+ kl q( Tu )J 
, og (T ) 

If 11 

( 20 ) 

liC'rc q and p arP the fun<"! ion;:; of 'l' giYen 

1 ~ee the .\ppcndix. 
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hy eq uation (2.)), which arc here to be taken 
fortheargumcnl 'l'o ,'l', orTB. 

If (a i nc<·cs ' it a ted by the above concept 
of a "mea ' UI'emcnt") we wish to dra\\' a 
dependable conclusion from the energy con
tent of the body JC a· to the po ition co-or
dinat e of the point er, \\·e havc> to ee to it 
that the body surely get into the lO\\·er 
energy state when it get. into contact \Yith 
T B. In otlwr word : 

p(T _,) 

p(T B) 

] , q(T A) 0; 

0, q('l' n) = 1. 
(27) 

Thi of coursc> ('annot h achieved, but may 
be arbitrarily approximated by allmving 'J',. 
to approach absolute zero and the tati -
tic·al weight g to approach infinity. (In 
this limiting proce , T o is al·o changed, in 
uch a wa~r thaL p('l'o) and q('J'0) remain 

con tanl.) The equation (26) then become : 

S ,, = -k log p(T o); 

SB = -k log q(To) 
(2 ) 

and if \\·e form the expre sion e-S,4 /k + 
e-s 1J1k, we find: 

(29) 

Our forco·oing considerat ion have Lh u 
just realized the mallcst permissible limiting 
care. The u c of emipermeable walls ac
cord ing to Figure 1 allows a complete 
utilization of the measurement.: inequality 
(1) certainly cannot be sharpened. 

A. we have seen in this example, a s imple 
inanimate dev ice can achieve the same 

ential restLlt as would be achieved by the 
intervention of intelligent beings. We have 
examined tlw "biological phenomena" of a 
nonliving device and have seen thai it gen
erate exactly thai quantity of entropy 
which is required by thermodynamic 

APPENDIX 

In the ra~<' con;;iderecl, whrn thr frequency of 
thr two state:-; drprnd · on the temperature ac
cord ing to the equations: 

1 ge· "kT 
P(T)- -- ·o•T)- (30) - 1 + ge--u kT ' 1

' - 1 + ge-utk1' 

and thr mean ener~ry of the body i~ gi\·en by : 

ll(j( U kT 

ii(T) = uq(T) = 1 + gc "kT. (3 1) 

the follo ll·ing identity j,; Yalicl : 

1 dii d ft ( T ) ( ) TclT = clT T + k log 1 + C uk1' . (32) 

Therrforr we can al :-o \\'ri te the equation: 

(33) 

S 
1 

= ft( T ,.) - iilT0) 

· To 

(ii(T) 1 T o + 1- + k log(J + g · "kT)} , 
l T ) T.-t 

(34) 

and by ,;ub,tituting t lw limits we obtain: 

S _, = fl ( 'l',. ) - -- +k lo" . ( 
1 1 ) 1 + ge-u ~To 
'l'o T A 0 l +ge·u ~r ,, 

(35) 

lf we write the latter equation a<·cordin" to 
(25): 

1 
1 + ge"~r = 

p(T) 

for T A and To , then II'<' obtain: 

S .t=ll(1.4) --- +k locr--_ , , ( 1 1 ) p(T .4 ) 

. 'l'o 'l'A " ]J('l'o) 

and if we then ll'rite according to (:31 ): 

lr<' obtain: 

If we finally write a<·eordi ng; to (25): 

~ = -k I " q5'!]_ 
'/ ' o..., ffp ('l' ) 

forT,, and To, t hen \I'C' obtain: 

s.~ = r (T ) k lo P. (To) IJ('l'_,) 
1 .4 g (J ( 'l'o) p(T_,) 

k I p('J' .,) + . og p ('l'o) . 

(36) 

(37) 

(3 ) 

(39) 

(40) 

(-ll) 
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lYe obtain thr corre;,ponding equation for , u , 

if we replace the index .1 IYith B. Then we ob

tain: 

S =r. (T ) klo<Yp (T o) q(( Tn) +k]o.,.P(Tn) . (-!2) 
8 1 8 

"q('l'o) p ((Tn) "'p (T o) 

Formula (-!1) is idrntical with (26) , gi1· n , for 

S,., in the text. 
lYe can bring the formula for n into a ~ome

what different form, if we write: 

expand and collect term:;:, tlwn we get 

This i the formula giYen in the text for n . 
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ON THE DECREASE OF ENTROPY IN A THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM 

BY THE INTERVENTION OF It~ELLIGEt~ BEINGS 

by Le o Szilard 

Translated by Anatol Rapoport and Mechthilde Kneller from the original 

article "Uber die Entropieverminderung in einem thermodynamischen System 

bei Eingriffen intelligenter Wesen . " Zeitschrift fur Physik, 1929, 53, 

840-856. 

1. The author evidently uses the word 
"ominous" in the sense that the possibility of 
realizing the proposed arrangement threatens 
the validity of the Second Law . --Translator 

2 . The entropy generated is denoted by 

A
1 1 A,_. 

3. The increase in entropy can depend only 
on the types of measurement and their results 
but not on how many systems of one or the other 
type were present. 

4. See t h e Appendix . 

Abstract 

The objective of the investigation is to find the condi-

tions which apparently allow the construction of a perpetual-

motion machine of the second kind, if one permits an intelligent 

being to intervene in a thermodynamic system. Vhen such beings 

make measurements , they make the system behave in a manner 

distinctly different from the way a mechanical system behaves 

when left to itself . We show that it is a sort of a memory 

facu lty , manifested by a system where measurements occur, that 
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might cause a permanent decrease of entropy and thus a 

violation of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, were it not 

for the fact that the measurements themselves are necessarily 

accompanied by a production of entropy. At first we calcu-

late this production of entropy quite generally from the 

postulate that full compensation is made1 in the sens e of the 

Second Law (Equation (1)) . Second, by using an inaminate 

device able to make measurements--however under continual 

entropy production--we shall calculate the resulting 

quantity of entropy . We find that it is exactly as great 

as is necessary for ful~ compensation. The actual production 

of entropy in connection with the measurement, therefore, 

need not be greater than Equation (l) ' requires. 

There is an objection, already historical, against the universal 

validity of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, which indeed looks rather 

ominous. The objection is embodied in the notion of Ma~vell's demon, 

~ ------------ --·---
who in a different · form appears~ven nowadays ag!in and agai~; perhaps 

not unreasonably, inasmuch as behind the precisely formulated question) 

quantitative connections seem to be hidden;which to date have not been 

clarified . The objection in its original formulation concerns a demon 

who catches the fast molecules and lets the slow ones pass . To be sure, 

the objection can be met with the reply that man cannot7 in principle/ 



foresee the value of a thermally fluctuating parameter. However, one 

cannot deny that we can very well measure the value of such a fluctu -

ating parameter and therefore could certainly gain energy at the 

expense of heat by arranging our intervention according to the result 

of the measurement. Presently, of course, we do not know whether 

we commit an error by not including the intervening man in the 

system1 and by disregarding his biological phenomena. 

Apart from this unresolved matter, it is known today that in a 

system left to itself no "perpetuum mobile" (perpetual motion machi ne) 

of the second kind (more exactly, no "automatic machine of continual 

") finite work-yield which uses heat at the lowest temperature can operate/ 

fluctuation phenomena not withstanding. A perpetuum mobile would have 

to be a machine which in the long run could lift a weight at the expense 

of the heat content of a reservoir. In other words, if we want to 

use the fluctuation phenomena in order to gain energy at the expense 
when 

of heat, we are in the same position as/playing a game of chance, in 

which we may win certain amounts now and then, although the expectation 

value of the winnings is zero or negative. The same applies to a 

system where the intervention from outside is performed strictly 

periodically, say, by periodically moving machines. We consider this 

as established (Szilard, 1925) and intend here only to consider the 

difficulties that occur when intelligent beings intervene in a system. 

We shall try to discover the quantitative relations having to do with 

this intervention. 

Smoluchowski (1914, p. 89) writes: "As far as we know today, there 

is no automatic, continually effective perpetual motion machine, in 
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spite of the molecular fluctuations, but such a device might, perhaps, 

function regularly if it were appropriately operated by intelligent 

beings .... " 

A perpetual motion machine therefore is possible if--according 

to the general method of physics--we view the experimenting man as 

a sort of deus ex machina, one who is continuously and exactly informed 

of the existing state of nature and who is able to start or interrupt 

the macroscopic course of nature at any moment without expenditure of 

work. Therefore he would definitely not have to possess the ability 

to catch single molecules like Maxwell's demon, although he would 

definitely be different from real living beings in possessing the above 

abilities. In eliciting any physical effect by action of the sensory 

as well as the motor nervous systems;a degradation of energy is always 

involved, quite apart from the fact that the very existence of a nervous 

system is dependent on continual dissipation of energy . 

Whether--considering these circumstances--real living beings could 

continually or at least regularly produce energy at the expense of heat 

of the lowest temperature appears very doubtful, even though our ignor

ance of the biological phenomena does not allow a definite answer. 

However the latter questions lead beyond the scope of physics in the 

strict sense,. •. 

It appears that ~ ignorance of the biological phenomena need not 

prevent us from understanding that which seems to us to be the essential 

thing. We may be sure that intelligent living beings--in so far as we 
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are dealing with their intervention in a thermodynamic system--can be 

replaced by nonliving devices whose "biological phenomena" one could 

follow and determine whether in fac~ a compensation of the entropy 

decrease takes place1 as a result of the intervention by such a device 

in a system . 

In the first place, we wish to learn what circumstance conditions 

the decrease of entropy which takes place when intelligent living beings 

intervene in a thermodynamic system. We shall see that this depends on 

a certain type of coupling between different parameters of the system. 

We shall consider an unusually simple type of these ominous couplingsl 

For brevity,) we shall talk about a "measurement," if we succeed in 

coupling the value of a parameter t (for instance the position co

ordinate of a pointer of a measuring instrument) at one moment with 

the simultaneous value of a fluctuating parameter ~ of the system, in 

such a way that, from the value :;:f' we can draw conclusions about the 

value that 'j( had at the moment of the "measurement." Then let X.. 

and (j' be uncoupled after the measurement, so that ~ can change, 

while retains its value for some time. Such measurements are not 

harmless interventions. A system in which such measurements occur shows 

a sort of memory faculty, in the sense that one can recognize by the 

state parameter 't what value another state parameter -;:0 had at an 

earlier moment, and we shall see that simply because of such a memory 

the Second Law would be violated, if the measurement could take place 

without compensation . We shall realize that the Second Law is not 

threatened ~s muc€}by- this entropy decreas~ as one would think, as soon 

as we see that the entropy decrease resulting from the intervention 

would be compensated completely,in any even~if the execution of such 

r 
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a measurement were, for instance, always accompanied by production of 

k log 2 units of entropy . In that case it will be possible to 

find a more general entropy law, which applies universally to all 

measurements. Finally we shall consider a very simple (of course, 

not living) device, that is able to make measurements continually 

-6-

and whose "biological phenomena" we can easily follow. By direct 

calculation, one finds in fact a continual entropy production of the 

magnitude required by the above-mentioned more general entropy law, which is 

derived from the validity of the Second Law. 

The first example, which we are going to consider more closely as 

a typical one, is the following. A standing hollow cylinder, closed 

at both ends, can be separated into two possibly unequal sections of 

volumes ~ and V '2-) respectively; by inserting a partition from 

the side at an arbitrarily fixed height. This partition forms a piston 

that can be moved up and down in the cylinder. An infinitely large heat 

reservoir of a given temperature -r insures that any gas present in 

the cylinder undergoes isothermal expansion as the piston moves . This 

gas shall consist of a single molecule which, as long as the piston is 

not inserted into the cylinder, tumbles about in the whole cylinder by 

virtue of its thermal motion. 

Imagine, specifically, a man who at a given time inserts the piston 

into the cylinder and somehow notes whether the molecule is caught in 

the upper or lower part of the cylinder, that is, in volume V1 or v2. 
If he should find that the former is the case, then he would move the 

piston slowly downward until it reaches the bottom of the cylinder. 



During this slow movement of the piston the molecule stays, of course, 

above the piston. However, it is no longer constrained to the upper 

part of the cylinder but bounces many times against the piston which is 

already moving in the lowe! part of the cylinder. In this way the 

molecule does a certain amount of work on the piston. This is the 

work that corresponds to the isothermal expansion of an ideal gas-

consisting of one single molecule--from volume V, to the volume 

\/
1 

,_ \1~ . After some time, when the piston has reached the bottom 

of the container, the molecule~the full volume V, -r \1~ 

to move about in, and the piston is then removed. The procedure can 

be repeated as many times as desired. The man moves the piston up or 

down depending on whether the molecule is trapped in the upper or 

lower half of the cylinder. In more detail, this motion may be caused 

means of 
by a weight, that is to be raised, by 1 a mechanism that transmits 

the force from the piston to the weight, in such a way that the latter 

is always displaced upwards. In this way the potential energy of the 

weight certainly increases constantly. (The transmission of force 

to the weight is best arranged so that the force exerted by the weight 

on the piston at any position of the latter equals the average pressure 

of the gas). It is clear that in this manner energy is constantly 

gained at the expense of heat, in so far as the biological phenomena 

of the intervening man are ignored in the calculation. 

In order to understand the essence of the man's effect on the 

system, one best imagines that the movement of the piston is performed 

mechanically and that the man's activityconsists only in determining 

the altitude of the molecule and in pushing a lever (which steers the 

r 
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piston) to the right or left, depending on whether the height requires 

a down- or upward movement . This means that the intervention of the 

human being consists only in the coupling of two position co-ordinates, 

namely a co-ordinate ;6 , which determines the altitude of the 

molecule, with another co-ordinate ~ , which determines the position 

of the lever and therefore also whether an upward or downward motion 

is imparted to the piston. It is best to imagine the mass of the piston 

as large and its speed sufficiently great, so that the thermal agita-

tion of the piston at the temperature in question can be neglecte d. 

C~"' 

In the typical example presented here, we ~-t~ distinguish two 

periods, namely: 

l. The period of measurement when the piston has just been inserted 

in the middle of the cylinder and the molecule is trapped either in the 

upper or lower part; so that if we choose the origin of co-ordinates 

appropriately, the ~ -co-ordinate of the molecule is restricted to 

either the interval or ~<o 

2. The period of utilization of the measurement, "the period of 

decrease of entropy," during which the piston is moving up or down. 

During this period the ~ -co-ordinate of the molecule is certainly 

not restricted to the original interval ?l / 0 or 

Rather, if the molecule was in the upper half of the cyli der during 

the period of measurement i.e., when ~ \.Jil.S > 0 , the molecule must 

bounce on the downward-moving piston in the lower part of the cylinder, 

if it is to transmit energy to the piston; that is, the co-ordinate ~ 

has to enter the interval ~ < D The lever, on the contrary, retains 

-8-



---- - --~during the whole period~ts positi~ the -;ig~, corresponding to 

downward motion . If the position of the lever toward the right is 

designated by 'J- -:: 1 (and correspondingly the position toward the 

left by ~ ::: - 1 ) we see that during the period of me asurement, 

the position corresponds to but a f t e rward s d = 1 

stays on, even though 7G passes into the other interval X < o 

We see that in the utilization of the measurement the coupling of the 

two parameters and disappears. 

We shall say, quite generally, that a parameter " " measures 

a parameter ?C (which varies according to a probability law), if the 

value of cr is determined by the value of parameter ;-:, at a given 

moment . A measurement procedure underlies the entropy decrease e f fected 

by the intervention of intelligent beings. 

One may reasonably assume that a measurement procedure is funda-

-9-

mentally associated with a certain definite average entropy production, and 

that this restores concordance with the Second Law. The amount o f entropy 

generated by the measurement may, of course, always be greater than this 

fundamental amount, but not smaller. To put it precisely: we have to 

distinguish here between two entropy values. One of them, is 

/. -----------~~ 
produced ~en ~ring ~m~~;;;;;ntJ '(Y assumes the value 1~, and the 

other, , when assumes the value -1. We cannot expect to get 

general information about or separately, but we shall see 

that if the amount of entropy produced by the "measurement" is to compen-

~ 
sate the entropy decrease affected by utilization, the relation 

" 



-t- e X r (- s2. I k ) ~ 1 

must always hold good. 

One sees from this formula that one can make one of the value s, for 

instance ~/>as small as one wishes, but then the other value ~ 

becomes correspondingly greater. Furthermore one can notice that the 

magnitude of the interval under consideration is of no consequence. 

One can also easily understand that it cannot be otherwise. 

Conversely, as long as the entropies and , produced 

by the measurements, satisfy the inequality (l), we can be sure that the 

expected decrease of entropy caused by the later utilization of the 

measurement will be fully compensated. 

Before we proceed with the proof of inequality (l), let us see in 

the light of the above mechanical example, how all this fits together. 

For the entropies S, and -5.:. produced by the measurements, we 

make the following ansatz: 

~ -

This ansatz satisfies inequality (l) and the mean value of the 

quantity of entropy produced by a measurement is (of course in this 

special case independent of the frequencies ~ J ~ 

events): 

s == 

of the two 

-10-
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(2) 

(3) 



~n this example one achieves a decrease of entropy, by the isothermal 

. 2 
expans1on: 

~epending on whether the molecule was found in volume \/ 1 or ~ 

-11-

(4) 

when the piston was inserted. (The decrease of entropy equals the ratio 

of the quantity of heat taken from the heat reservoirs during the 

isothermal expansion, to the temperature of the heat reservoir in 

question). Since in the above case the frequencies Uf\ 
7 
~ , of 

the two alternatives, are in the ratio of the volumes 

the mean value of the entropy generated is (a negative number): 

A ::: (,!)'", • c +A, ) + w; I ( + Al- ) 

c v, 1 ( v, -t v 2.)] k Q.,~ ( V1 1 ( v, + v l.)] 
;. [ V2 1 ( v~ + v,.) l k .fod l v j. I L vl + V:a.)] . 

~s one can see, we have, ·indeed 

L v, I ( Y1 + V "J.)] k ~ d ( V, / ( V, + vl.)] 

+ L v). J L v, + VJ ] k o;ci [ VL / ( vl + v2)J 
-+ k ~d ~ ~ 0~ 

(5) 

(6) 
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and therefore 

s ~ 0. (7) 

In the special case considered, we would actually have a full compensation 

for the decrease of entropy achieved by the utilization of the measurement. 

We shall not examine more special cases, but instead try to clarify 

the matter by a general argument, and to derive formula (l). We shall 

therefore imagine the whole system--in which the co-ordinate )G 

subject to some kind of thermal fluctuations, can be measured by the 

parameter in the way just explained--as a multitude of particles, 

all enclosed in one box. Every one of these particles can move freely, 

so that they may be considered as the molecules of an ideal gas, which, 

because of thermal agitation, wander about in the common box independently 

of each other and exert a certain pressure on the walls of the box--

the pressure being determined by the temperature. We shall now consider 

two of these molecules as chemically different and, in principle, 

separable by semipermeable walls, if the co-ordinate ~ for one molecule 

is in a preassigned interval while the corresponding co-ordinate of the 

other molecule falls outside that interval. We also shall look upon them 

as chemically different, if they differ only in that the cr co-ordinate 

is +l for one and -1 for the other. 

We will suppose that the box in which the "molecules" are stored has 
(see Fig. l). 

the form of a hollow cylinder containing four pistons; Pistons )\ and 

are fixed while B and 'B 
1 

are movable, so that the distance BB 1 
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AA I 
always equals the distance , as is indicated in Figure 1 by the 

two brackets. A 1 
, the bottom, and 13 , the cover of the 

container, are impermeable for all "molecules," while A and · B 1 

are semipermeable; namely, A is permeable only f or those'molecules" 

for which the parameter ~ is in the preassigned interval, i.e., 

( X., ~ X ~ 'X a ) , ..B is only permeable for the rest. 

In the beginning the piston J3 is at A ""D ' and theref ore ~ at 

A 1 
, and all "molecules" are in the space between. A certain f raction 

of the molecules have their co-ordinate X in the preassigned int erval. 

We shall designate by ~ , the probability that this is the case f or 

a randomly selected molecule and by ~l) the probability that is 

outside the interval. Then + W: - t 2.. - Let the dis t ribution 

of the parameter be over the values +1 and -1 in any proportion 

but in any event independent of the ;:( values. We imagine an inter-

vention by an intelligent being, who imparts to i the value 1 f or all 

"molecules" whose ?(. at that moment is in the selected interval. Other-

wise the value -1 is assigned. If then, because of thermal fluctuation, 

for any "molecule," the parameter X should come out of the preassigned 

interval or, as we also may put it: if the "molecule" suffers a mono-

molecular chemical reaction with regard to ?G (by which it is trans-

formed from a species that can pass the semipermeable piston A into a 

species for which the piston is impermeable) then the parameter 2f retains 

its value 1 for the time being, so that the "molecule", because of the 

value of the parameter ~ "remembers" during the whole following 

process that X. originally was in the preassigned interval. We shall 
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see immediately what part this memory may play. After the intervention 

just discussed, we move the piston, so that we separate the two kinds 

of molecules without doing work. This results in two containers, of 

which the first contains only the one modification and the second only 

the other. Each modification now occupies the same volume as the 

mixture did previously. In one of these containers,~ considered by 

itself, there is now no equilibrium with regard to the two'modifications 

in -j, . " Of course the ratio of the two modifications has remained 

/...t.)\ : u.r'Z.. If we allow this equilibrium to be achieved in ooth 

containers independently and at constant volume and temperature, then 

the entropy of the system certainly has increased. For the total heat 

release is 0, since the ratio of the two "modifications in 
If 

does not change. If we accomplish the equilibrium distribution in both 

containers in a reversible fashion then the entropy of the rest of the 

world will decrease by the same amount. Therefore the entropy increases 

by a negative value, and the value of the entropy increase per molecule 

is exactly: 

-- (9) 

(The entropy constants that we must assign to the two "modifications 

in ?(. "do not occur here explicitly, as the process leaves the total 

number of molecules belonging to the one or the other species unchanged.) 

Now of course we cannot bring the two gases back to the original 

volume without expenditure of work by simply moving the piston back, as 
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there are now in the container--which is bounded by the pistons 'BE 1 

also molecules whose ~ co-ordinate lies outside of the preassigned 

interval and for which the piston A is not permeable any longer. 

Thus one can see that the calculated decrease of entropy (Equation (9)) 

does not mean a contradiction of the Second Law. As long as we do not 

use the fact that the molecules in the container , by virtue of 

their co-ordinate '<r' , "remember" that the 7G co-ordinate for the 

molecules of this container originally was in the preassigned interval, 

full compensation exists for the calculated decrease of entropy, by 

virtue of the fact that the partial pressures in the two containers are 

smaller than in the original mixture. 

But now we can use the fact that all molecules in the container J3~' 

have the ~ - co-ordinate l, and in the other accordingly -1, to bring 

all molecules back again to the original volume. To accomplish this we 

only need to replace the semipermeable wall A by a wall , which 

is semipermeable not with regard to ;G but with regard to ~ , namely 

so that it is permeable for the molecules with the ~ co-ordinate l 

and impermeable for the others. Correspondingly we replace by a 

piston B'* 
' 

which is impermeable for the molecules with 1 

and permeable for the others. Then both containers can be put into each 

other again without expenditure of energy. The distribution of the 

d( co-ordinate with regard to l and -l now has become statistically 

independent of the "j.. values and besides we are able to re-establish the 

original distribution over l and -1. Thus we would have gone through a 



·~=~~~':'. 
II' t 

Fi~.l. 
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complete cycle. The only change that we have to register is the resulting 

decrease of entropy given by (9): 

(10) 

If we do not wish to admit that the Second Law has been violated, 

we must conclude that the intervention which established the coupling 

and , the measurement of ~ , must be 

accompanied by a production of entropy. If a definite way of achieving 

this coupling is adopted and if the quantity of entropy that is inevitably 

produced is designated by ..s 
I 

and ..s, stands for the 

mean increase in entropy that occurs when acquires the value l, and 

c" Y"'v-e !>r~"d~VIjp~ 
~rd;a;ngly S 

"t. 
for the increase that occurs when acquires the 

value -1, we arrive at the equation: 

s. 
In order for the Second Law to remain in force, this quantity of entropy 

-must be greater than the decrease of entropy ~ , which according to 

(9) is produced by the utilization of the measurement. Therefore the 

following inequality must be valid: 

s + 4 

(ll) 

k ( ~. ~ LD', ~ Lb').O.,-~) ~ 0- (12) 
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3 
This inequality must be valid for any values of and 

k.d.-
~ of course the constraint 

Wo..G-:1' 

~ -r (..J2. = t cannot be violated. We 

ask, in particular, for which L.0'j and W2. and given S- values the 

expression becomes a minimum. For the two minimizing values uY
1 

and ~ 

the inequality (12) must still be valid. Under the above constraint, 

the minimum occurs when the following equation holds: 

(13) 

But then: 

(14) 

This is easily seen if one introduces the notation 

(15) ; 

then: 

lL>, ::. 0-¥ t ( A - .$", I k ) ) 

w-z = <2.->,lr ("A s.2 /k). 
(16) 

If one substitutes these values into the inequality (12) one gets: 
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Therefore: 

"A ~ o. (18) 

If one puts the values u._t; and from (16) into the equation 

, one gets 

a. xp (- 'A) , 

And because 

This equation must be universally valid, if thermodynamics is not ~o be 

violated. 

(19) 

(20) 

As long as we allow intelligent beings to perform the intervention, 

a direct test is not possible. But we can try to describe simple non

living devices that effect such coupling, and see if indeed entropy is 

generated and in what quantity. Having already recognized that the only 

important factor is a certain characteristic type of coupling, a "measure

ment," we need not construct any complicated models, which imitate the 

intervention of living beings in detail. We can be satisfied with the 

construction of this particular type of coupling which is accompanied by 

memory. 
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As an example of this, the position co-ordinate of an oscillating 

pointer is "measured" by the energy content of a body \"\ The pointer 

is supposed to connect, in a purely mechanical way, the body k( --by 

whose energy content the position of the pointer is to be measured--by 

heat conduction with one of two intermediate pieces, A or 

The body is connected with A as long as the co-ordinate--which 

determines the position of the pointer--falls into a certain preassigned, 

but otherwise arbitrarily large or small interval c:L , and otherwise,. 

t.-rhc<? "t, 
~ the co-ordinate is in the interval b , with B Up to a certain 

moment, namely the moment of the "measurement," both intermediate pieces 

will be thermally connected with a heat reservoir at temperature -r-0 

At ' this moment the intermediate piece A will be cooled reversibly to 

the temperature IIA e.g., by a periodically functioning mechanical 

device . That is, after successive contacts with heat reservoirs of inter-

mediate temperatures, A will be brought into contact with a heat 

reservoir of the temperature lA At the same time the intermediate 

piece B will be heated in the same way to temperature T13 Then 

the intermediate pieces will again be isolated from the corresponding heat 

reservoirs. 

We assume that the position of the pointer changes so slowly that 

all the operatio~s that we have sketched take place while the position 

of the pointer remains unchanged. If the position co-ordinate of the 

pointer fell in the preassigned interval, then the body was connected 

with the insertion A during the above-mentioned operation, and 

consequently is now cooled to temperature In the opposite case, 



the body is now heated to temperature ~ . Its energy content 

becomes--according to the position of the pointer at the time of 

"measurement"--small at temperature TA or great at temperat~re TB 

and will retain its value, even if the pointer eventually leaves the 

preassigned interval or enters into it. After some time, while the 

pointer is still oscillating, one can no longer draw any definite 

conclusion from the energy content of the body K- with r e gard to 

the momentary position of the pointer but one can draw a de f inite 

conclusion with regard to the position of the pointer at the time of 

the measurement. Then the measurement is completed . 

After the measurement has been accomplished, the. above-mentioned 

periodically functioning mechanical device should connect the thermally 

isolated intermediate pieces A and 13 with the heat reservoir 

This has the purpose of bringing the body \~ --which is 

now also connected with one of the two intermediate pieces--back into 
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its original state. The direct connection of the intermediate pieces and 

hence of the body K --which has been either cooled to ~ or heated to 

to the reservoir -r: consequently causes an increase of entropy. 

This cannot possibly be avoided, because it would make no sense to heat the 

intermediate piecej t\ reversibly to the temperature ll0 by successive 

contacts with the reservoirs of intermediate temperatures and to cool 3 

in the same manner. After the measurement we do not know with which of the 

two intermediate pieces the body \< is ·in contact at that moment; nor do we 

know whether it had been in connection with ~or T.:B in the end. Therefore 
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neither do we know whether we should use intermediate temperatures 

· between TA and ~ or between and 

The mean value of the quantity of entropy .s, and s .J 1 per 

measurement,can be calculated, if the heat capacity as a function of 

the temperature> 

can be calculated from the heat capacity. We have, of course, neglected 

the heat capacities of the intermediate pieces. If the position co-

ordinate of the pointer was in the preassigned interval at the time of 

the "measurement," and accordingly the body in connection with pie ce 

~ , then the entropy conveyed to the heat reservoirs during the s u ccessive 

cooling was 

S
Tu 

( 1/T)(J.u./J T) d T_ 
(21) 

However, following this, the entropy withdrawn from the reservoir JIQ by 

direct contact with it was 

All in all the 

'5A -

+ 

entropy was increased by 

I 
l o 

the 

c\l(TA) - u. (To)] I To 

amount 

S~" ( 1/T){ ctu./JT) ~T. 
lA 

Analogously, the entropy will increase by the following amount, if the 

body was in contact with the intermediate piece J3 at the time of the 

"measurement": 

(22) 

(23) 



s.B - c Ll ( TB) - u: (To) J I ~ 

+ (' c t I I) ( d. 1:<. / & T) .J. T, 
T.B 

(24) 

We shall now evaluate these expressions for the very simple case, 

where the body which we use has only two energy states, a lower and a 

higher state. If such a body is in thermal contact with a heat reser-

voir at any temperature T , the probability that it is 

in the lower or upper state is given by 

O'(" 
(25) 

Here ~ stands for the difference of energy of the two states 

and t for the statistical weight. We can set the energy of the lower 

state equal to zero without loss of generality. 
4 

Therefore: 

~ ~ ( TA) p ( T0 ) 

ff ( ~) k d -'t (T
0

) ('> (TA') 

pLTA) 

PC~') > 

a.rtd.. 
Here 1J and 

~ are ~ to be taken for the arguments 

(26) 
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If (as is necessitated by the above concept of a "me asurement") we 

wish to draw a dependable conclusion from the energy content of the body 

~ as to the position co-ordinate of the pointer, we have to see to 

it that the body surely gets into the lower energy state when it gets 

into contact with JrA , and surely into the upper energy state when it 

gets into contact with TB . In other words: +ko.t 

(27) 

we Q.. 

This, of course, cannot be achieved, but may be arbitrarily approximated 

" 
by allowing ~ to approach absolute zero, and the statistical weight 

factor to approach infinity. (In this limiting process, l'o is also 

to be changed in such a way that r c-r: ) and ~ ( T0 ') remain 

constant.) The equation (26) then becomes 

(28) 

and consequently 

(29) 

Our foregoing considerations have thus just realized the smallest 

permissible limiting care. The use of semipermeable walls according to 
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a complete utilization of the measurement: inequality 

(1) certainly cannot be sharpened. 

As we have seen in this example, a simple inanimate device can 

achieve the same essential result as would be achieved by the inter

vention of intelligent beings. We have examined the "biological 

phenomena" of a non-living device and have seen that it generates 

exactly that quantity of entropy which is required by thermodynamics. 

-24-
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APPENDIX 

In the case considered, when the frequency of the two states depends 

on the temperature according to the equations: 

i I [ 1 + ~ ~ f (- u. / k T')] ) 

t tT): 3 Mr c- u./kT) / [1 +-a- "-~~f c- .... ; k T)], 

-an~ the mean energy of the body is given by: , 

u (T) = ' LL 't[.T) 

u ~ .v-/.f (- ..... ; k T) I ( 1 + '} <>hp (- <.!. I ~~ T)j, 

the following identity is valid: 

as 

1 
T 

Therefore we can also write the equation: 

c-rtl) tAl fA) -u 
SA -

dT 

~ 

t> ( i + ~ eNf (- u/ kT)J} '. [ u. (T) -t · k + T d lA 

and by substituting the limits we obtain: 

) 

(30) 

(31) 

(33) 

(34) 



. r 
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(35) 

If we insert in this equation, according to (25) ·: 

(36) 

for TA and To 1 then we obtain: 

SA - l-l[TA) ( { - JTJ 
0 (37) 

+ k Q o~ [ f CTA ) / f (To ~J.) 
and if we then write according to (31): 

(38) 

then we obtain: 

SA = 1r ( TA) l ~~ - ~ ) 
+ k ~d c r (TA) I r ct:> · 

(39) 

If we finally write according to (25): 

( 40 ) 

for TA and T 
0 1 then we obtain: · 

(41) 



We obtain the corresponding equation for ~~ , if we replace the 

index A with B 

S ~ = '} ( T~ ) k ~ d-· 

+ k ~ 9 _ ~~ ( T B) . 
cr p CTo ') 

Formula (41) is identical with (26), 

We can also bring the formula for ~S into a somewhat different 

form, if we write: 

expand and collect terms: ) 

~ = F (TC3) k. ~ i(To) pCTs 
B J f (To) ~ (Te,) 

+ \ ~ ~(Tg) 
' d"' 'f>-l~). 

This is the formula given in the text for S .B . 
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( 42) 

(43) 

(44) 
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Mrs. Leo Szilard 
c/o Dupont Plaza Hotel 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mrs. Szilard: 

July 22, 1964 

As you know, we are publishing an English translation of 
your late husband's paper "On the Decrease of Entropy in a 
Thermodynamic System by the Intervention of Intelligent Beings" 
in the October issue of Behavioral Science. Although Dr. Szilard 
had approved this publication, he did not have an opportunity 
to read the translation. 

We are having galley proofs sent to you, and would welcome 
any comments or suggestions you may wish to offer. 

On behalf of myself and of our Board of Editors, may I 
extend to you our very deepest sympathy for your loss. 

JGM:cjt 

Sincerely yours, 

d_ OAWA }'l I'V/ d /-f-"' ~ 
James G. Miller, M. D., Director 
Mental Health Research Institute 

Editor 
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In memory of Leo ;Szilard, who passed away c,n Mar 30, ... 964 we present 
an English translation of .1is classical paper Ober die .Gnubp;euerminderung 
in einem thermodynamischen System bei Eingriffen irdeitiy<!·".ter Wesen, 
which appeared in the Zeitschrijt fJlr Physik, 1929, 53, 84C-o56. ' ... 'ae publica· 
tion in this journal of this translation was approved by D; . S:d1ard before he 
died, but he never saw the copy. 

This is one of the earliest, if not the earliest paper, in. wruc~·- ,;ae relations 
of physical entropy to information (in the sense of modem mathematical 
theory of communication) were rigorously demonstrated and in which Max· 
well's famous demon was successfully exorcised: a milestone in the integra• 
tion of physical and cognitive concepts. 

ON THE DECREASE OF ENTROPY IN A THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM 

BY THE INTERVENTION OF INTELLIGENT BEINGS 

by Leo Szilard 

TranBlated by Anatol Rapoport and Mechdlilde Knoller from the original article "Uber die Entropiel!flr
mindtrung in einem thermodlfMmilchen 8yattm b6i Eingriffen intelligenttr Weaen." Zeitachrif t fur 
~fmk 19191 fll.t.. B.f()-866. _ -+ --- _ 
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1 The author evidently uses the word "omi- < -· ~ .. - . • I'~~' 1 
..... 4 ~~ _.·\:~, 

nous" in the sense that the possibility of realizing .. . ~. • • fi ., • :.., . 
the proposed arrangement threatens the validity . P' , 1- · • '! • 
of the Second Law.- Translator ; ' .. . ' •• • • 1 •l 

I The tned· rentropy(IBdenoted ~ ~~. ~~- ~ . t . 
• The increase in entropy can depen~6..._. .. · ~ ~ . ·~ • i!l 1·, 

the types of measurement and their results but a-:;- ~ f • f I • '~~! I , 
not on how many systems of one or the other type _ : • " - t. ~. ·~1 . Jl' 
were present. .. .. li~~ · ' 

' See the Appendix. . · r • .~; . . I I I ~. · ·: :. 
'" . . . .. -_ H1 ~ 1 ·-· 4-.. ~ .....,..._.....:,_ ___ -:----I~"""''Wr1'ffiiJ"Pe~cm.tlvif.e;nonthe MJhnag mvestlga- vv--~ f~tr!J 1 ;. .' ::.;J.• 

tion is to find the conditions which ap- "1--,... er7 · 1 • "\""''~ 
parently allow the construction. of a per- . . : 111 J:' · ·~ 
petual-motion )(machine~of &;_second ~. '\: -th - , 1 

--; i 
if one permits an intelligent being to inte~ ~~ : :-:.... · "' .. 
vene in a thermodynamic system. When such · I; . 
beings make measurements, they make the p h 

~stem behave in a ma~ different 
~. :fO- from the way a mechanical system behaves 

__. .. · -( when left to itself. We ~show that it is a 
sort of a memory faculty, manifested by a 
system where measurements occur, that 
might cause a permanent decrease of en
tropy and thus a violation of the Second~ 
Law of Thermodynamics, were it not for the 
fact that the measurements themselves are 
necessarily accompanied by a production of 
entropy. At first we ~calculate this pro
duction of entropy quite generally from the ; 
postulate that full compensation is made in 
the sense of the Second Law (Equation [1)). 
Second, by using an inanimate device able 
to make measurements-however under con

- tinual entropy production-we shall calcu
:-~ ,.. late the resulting quantity of entropy. We 

II)- -ehall find that it is exactly as great as is -L 11 
necessary for full compensation. The --- 4c:! f u. ..u<.._ 
production of entropy in connection with 
the measurement, therefore, need not be 
greater than Equation (1) r.flQ.uires. 

;......_-~---__.;;=::r~here is an objection, atready hlBtoncai, 
against the universal validity of the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics, which indeed 
looks rather ominous. The objection is em
bodied in the notion of Maxwell's demon, 
who in a different form appears even nowa
days again and again; perhaps not unreason
ably, inasmuch as behind the precisely 
formulated question quantitative connec
tions seem to be hidden which to date have 

· not been clarified. The objection in its origi
nal formulation concerns a demon who 
catches the fast molecules and lets the slow 
ones pass. To be sure, the objection can be 
met with the reply that man cannot in prin
ci le a thermally fluctuating param
eter. However, one cannot deny that we can 
very well measure the value of such a fluctu

- ating parameter and therefore could cer
tainly gain energy at the expense of heat by 
arranging our intervention according to the 
results of the measurements. Presently, of 
course, we do not know whether we commit 
an error by not including the intervening 
man into the system and by disregarding 
his biological H:ftiHRWle~tiiee-e:ftS&..--------..._;:...-



known today that in a system left to itself no 
"perpetuum mobile" (perpetual motion ma
chine) of the second kind (more exactly, no 
"automatic machine of continual finite 
work-yield which uses heat at the lowest 
temperature") can operate in spite of the 
fluctuation phenomena. A perpetuum mobile 
would have to be a machine which in the 
long run could lift a weight at the expense of 
the heat content of a reservoir. In other 
words, if we want to use the fluctuation phe
nomena in order to gain energy at the ex
pense of heat, we are in the same position as 
playing a game of chance, in which we may 

. ~ ~ , . win certain amounts now and then, although . / ()... t (.. e> 'h the e9ecj.pd' value of the winnings is zero or 
. ~egative. The same applies to a system where 
r . • the intervention from outside is performed 

· - strictly periodically~~~ =·--r 
tablished (Szilard, 1925) ana intend here 
only to consider the difficulties that occur 
when intelligent beings intervene in a sys
tem. We shall try to discover the quantita
tive aepew;leeeiee having to do with this 

". 
intervention. 

Smoluchowski (1914, p. 89) writes : "As 
·far as we know today, there is no automatic, 
permanently effective perpetual motion ma
chine, in spite of the molecular fluc~uations, 

--b~u~t_such a device~ function regularly if 
it were appropriately operated by intelligent 
beings ..... " 

A perpetual motion machine therefore is 
possible if- according to the general method 
of physics- we view the experimenting man 
as a sort of deus ex machina, one who is con
tinuously and exactly informed of the exist
ing state of nature and who is able to start or 
interrupt the macroscopic course of nature 
at any moment without expenditure of work. 
Therefore he would~~ve to__Q<?ssess t e 
ability to catch sirigle moleciJes like Max
weWs demon, although he would definitely 

. ~ be different from real living beings In to 
! eliciting any physical effect by ~ 

4 d, • ~ 

tJ..Y J2.,r~J-~ -~~:!~!r;~:~:;~u~~~;;:~~~ . • ~~~ 
. ~art- from the fact that the very existence ~ :.. 

~ .. ... o · · is dependent on continual ~ 
dissipation of energy. 

Whether - considering these circum-
stances- real living beings could continually 
or at least · · ¥ produce energy at the 

e of heat ;t('iowest temperature ap
pears very doubtful, even though our ignor
anc~ of the biological ~~oes_no...,t._. - ---
allow a definite answer. However the latter 
questions lead beyond the scope of physics 
in the strict sense. 

It appears that the ignorance of the bio
lo i need not ttoewbJe n11 W.. 
ord~~lmt seems to us to be the 
essential thing. We may be sure that intelli
gent living bein - · as we are deal

err mtervention in a thermody
namic system--1}an be replaced by nonliving 
devices whose "biological 80Dditjgps" nne 
coul whether in fact a. 
ompensation of the entropy decrease takes 

place as a. result of the intervention by such 
a device in a system. 

.... . 

.-
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In the first place, we wish to ..iHlldei'Bt:!tmH • · 
the decrease of entropy kes place 

when intelligent living beings intervene in a. 
thermodynamic system. We shall see that 
this depends on a certain type of oupling 
between different parameters of e system. 
We shall consider an unusually imple type 
of these YominousX couplings 1 ~~~~w~e~__.....__:~.., J~ 
shall talk about a "measure 1ent," 1 we 
succeed in coupling the value of a parame ~er 
y (for instance the position co-ordinate of a. 
pointer of a. measuring instrument) at one 
moment with the va ue of a. 
fluctuating parameter x of the system, in 

1 
..J-

such...a wa~ate can draw conclusions ~ 
Gli?m the value"jh the value that x had at 
the momentof t e "measurement." Ift tlhm ~ Q. ~-t. Jl.a...1; 

cpro.cedur.e x and y w*lo be uncoupled after 
the measurement, so that x can change, 
while y retains its value for some time. Such 
measurements are not harmless inters.e~ion~r. vt. '11. t" ~ o V\:5, 
A system in which such measurements occur 
shows a sort of memory faculty, in the sense 

t that· one can recognize by the state param
eter y what value another state parameter x 

~~ had at an earlier moment, and we shall see 
... ~ thal-just h¥-:vi.r~ of suc~~e~fio:::r:.,<yc......:t:.:.h:.::e:...-__ _ 

Second Law ..fould be violate , e meas-
erri~ take place without com-

ensation. We shall realize that the Second 
Law is not~ as much by this enk.QP._,Y'-----
decrease as one would think, ~ we see 
that the entropy decrease resulting from the .___....,ct.. -~ a:_., 
inte would be compensated com-

etely in any event if the prOG@dw:e of such 
a measurement were, for insta~ always • ,..a.,t.._~ '-t}- .-
accompanied by production of k log 2 units ~ 
of entropy. In that case it be possibl 
to find a more general entropy law, w ic eaft-~ 
-be universally applied to all measurements. 
Finally we shall consider a very simple (of 
course, not living) device, that is able to 
make measurements continually and whose 
"biolo~ical oeftditieM" we can easily litmly.-~ ... 

~direct calculation, one finds in fact a con- A < thtual entropy production of the ~~!!:-r~e~---- )«a_ ..... ~£A,. ,4,~ quired by the above-mentioned ,entropy ,-~ --
V law from the validity of the Secoiia ~ ~ ~..J:2 

Law. ( --
he first example, which we are going to 

consider more closely as a typical one, is the 
following. A standing hollow cylinder, closed 
at both ends, can be separated into two..tRn;..·-----t 
equal sections of volumes vl and v2 respec
tively by inserting a partition from the side 
at an arbitrarily fixed height. This partition 
forms a piston that can be moved up~ , ~ A 
and downWMWa in the oyJinder. An ~ ;..._j.... i""JD u...., 
_ ___ , _ ... ·--~ L-• - ---·- ---*- -
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by virtue of its thermal n1o-tion. - ----~ 
Imagine, specifically, a man who at a given -

time inserts the piston into the cylinder and .. .. ,_ - ~ 1• 
somehow notes whether the molecule is 
caught in the upper or lower part of the cyl-

. inder, that is, in volume vl or v2. If he 
, should find that the former is the case, then 
~ · he would ~ the piston slowly downward 
~tilit reaches the bottom of the cylinder. 
~ - .-- During this slow movement of the piston the. 

• molecule stays, of course, above the piston . 
._ r: However, it is no longer constrained to the 

up er of the cylinder but bounces many 
rmes against the piston which is alreadyt;:::~in:;;;.-___ ,, ~· 

the lower of the cylinder. In this way 
e mo ecule does a certain amount of work · . ~ 

on the piston. This is the work that corre-
sponds to the isothermal expansion of an 

.· ideal gas-consisting of one single molecule-
from volume vl to the volume v, + v2. 
After some time, when the piston has reached 
the bottom of the container, the molecule has 
again the full volume V1 + V2 to move about 
in, and the piston is~ved. The procedure .....: ;H...__ . 

c\()-IA/ - fli!It;Y be repeated,_ many times~e_man 
· --------- up or down depending on whether th~ . -
6,.o /molecule is trapped in the upper or low~ ""- (,1_,4 ~c.Q.... , 

half of the piston. ~express it mere exa. y ~ ~ 
&j ~_procedurs-e-f--coupliog--the trans- ~ ~~ 1 

· ~ missi..on..-o£-ferce in such a-way that-f);- ~ e.~ & ~ C::, 
~ .is_always__being l-ifted-by-th-e pisbo In this . roM.~ ~,..A t~ 
«-< way the potential energy of the weight cer- ~ t let} ~ \.... _. 
~ qv.-c- tainly increases constantly. (The transmis- "-~..u).. J ~...)..: +~~~-

. , -t"l"" sion of force to the weight is best ~ t,.\..... ~"'""' ~ ~ 
~ iB. s~e~a.. way that the xerted by the ~ -u...... ~ ur&l-"' \A..-t1 
~ weight on the · nat any position of the · t-- ....... 't"' ~ ~ ~ = latter qUais the average pressure of the f;-'- ,..............~ &A-~ 
A.. • It is clear that in this manner energy is ,.......... ~ ~ ~ • 

constantly gained at the expense of heat, At'!' ~ _ b ~t-l ~ ~ ----
~ as the biological of the inter- V 

ening man are igno m the calculation. 11 _ f. & ~ 
lnorderto a.Ar9a~ ~ ~~ ~ 
~ th stem, one best imagines that ~ 
the ffiQ ement of the piston is performed me- ~ t.Jf ~ 
c ft'ilically and that the man's .activity con- ......,...__ 
sists only in registe~ the alti~e of the~, 
molecule and in pushing a lever (whic ~- «.&~~ ... 
~ the piston) to the 
rig or left, depending on whethe~rf_~t~42e::::;~~3E::s;:::~ 

· height ~~ita~ own -- r_!l.J?::__ _........_.. ........... 
ward movement. ThiS means tfiat the inter- ~ 
vention of the human being consists only in 
the coupling of two position co-ordinates, 
namely a co-ordinate x, which determines 
the altitude of the molecule, with another 
co-ordinate y, which determines the osition 
of the lever and an upward 
or downward motion the piston. It is best 

imagme the mass of the piston as large 
and its speed sufficiently great, so that the 
thermal agitation of the piston at the tem
peratur~ in question can be neglected. 

In the typical example presented here, we 
wish to distinguish two periods, namely: 

1. The period of measurement when the 
piston has just been inserted in the middle of 
the cylinder and .the molecule is trapped 
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either in the upper or lower hal{; so that if we 
choose the origin of co-ordinates appropri
ately, the x-co-ordinate of the molecule is 
restricted to either the interval x > 0 or 
X< 0; 

2. The period of utilization of the measure
ment, "the period of decrease of entropy," 
during which the piston is moving up or 
down. During this period the x-co-ordinate 
of the molecule is certainly not restricted to 
the original interval x > 0 or x < 0. Rather, 
if the molecule was in the upper half of the 
cylinder during the period of measurement 
i.e., when x > 0, the molecule must bounce 
on the downward-moving piston in the lower 
part of the cylinder, if it is to transmit 
energy to the piston; that is, the co-ordinate 
x has to 9e exteatled tie the interval x < 0. 

e lever, on the contrary, retains during the 
whole period its position ~e right,M- -1. , 

:.- ~..... .caYse ef the corresponding ~~e!*' down- • ( ~J.. 
~- ward If the position of the lever~ the r~~ · "' 1-. 

gnated by y = 1 (and corresponding y ~ --
ositi~ the left by y = -1) we see f~A._ 

~ gw.t during the period of measurement, the 
position x > 0 corresponds to y = 1; but 
afterwards y = 1 stays on, even though x . 
passes into the other interval x < 0. We see • • 

-k. j_., that in the utilization of the measuremen~ ;:r- ~ 
•. - { ~ t~e coupling of the two parameters x andy ~. ~ ~_jLU.lV) 

1 
diSappears. ~JP - () 

We shall gefterally say ),that a_ pa:rame~er .. 
y "measures" a parameter x (which varies 1 
according to a probability law), if the value 
of y on the value of parameter x at a 
glVen moment. A measurement procedure 
u'nderlies the entropy decrease effected by 
the intervention of intelligent beings. 

One may reasonably assume that a meas
urement procedure is .ia ~r~e associated 

~ with · definite average entropy pro-
,.- ~ u~io~t an~this restores concordance with 
~ ~e SeconctLaw. The amount of entropy 

_u_ ;X · the measurement may, of 
r ..Jf.. course, always be greater but not smaller. 

To put it precisely: we have to 18 mgulS 
~ 7 here b~tween two entropy values. One of 

them, S1 , is produced when during the meas-
-~: urement y assumes the value 1, and the 

other, S2, when y assumes the value -1. We 
cannot expect to get general information 
a~u~ sl or ~. but we shall see that if 

e amount of entropy produced by the 
"measurement" is to compensate the en-
tropy decrease affected by utilization, the , c 

seaeral- foUswin~quat,ion dcr~ JL&-<2 ~~ 
e-S1ik + e-S, Jt ~ 1 ( 1) 

.,.........__t -f o...R...."'-' / ~eft. ,,_.., ~ r 

One aM see.sfrom this oqyatwA tflat one 
M . 'u>A.uce one of ihe v11lue.s... for instance 



. -
.~ . . , 

k 1 v1 + V2 k 1 vl 
og V1 + V2 V1 + V2 og V1 + Vz 
~ ---'---------------A£, one can see, we have, indeed 

V1 k 1og V1 + V2 
V1 + v~ V1 + V2 V1 + v2 
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system-in which the co-ordinate x, exposed 
to some thermal fluctuations, can be meas

u red by the parameter y in the way just 
explained-as a multitude of particles, all 
enclosed in one bOx. Every one of these par-

- ticles can move freely, so that they may be 
considered as the molecules of an ideal gas, 
which, because of thermal agitation, wander 
about in the common box independently of 
each other and exert a certain pressure on the 
walls of the box-the pressure being deter
mined by the temperature. We shall now 

.,C..-!:::J:eetWJ:D. ~ two of these molecules as che~ ~ ;> 
cally different a~principa~ra ileby 

,...--se1nipermeable walls, if the co-ordinate x for f one molecule is in a preassigned interval 
· while the corresponding co-ordinate of the 

)r"" other molecule falls outside that interval. We 
also shall look upon them as chemically dif
ferent, if they differ only in that the y co
ordinate is + 1 for one and -1 for the other. 

We should like to give the box in which the 
"molecules" are stored the form of a hollow 
cylinder containing four pistons. Pistons A 
and A' are fixed while the other two are mov-
able, so that the distance BB' always equals 
the distance AA ', as is indicated in Figure 1 
by the two brackets. A', the bottom, and B, 
the cover of the container, are impermeable 
for all "molecules," while A and B' are semi
permeable; namely, A is permeable only for 
those "molecules" for which the parameter x 
is in the preassigned interval, i.e., (x1, x2), B' 
is only permeable for the rest. 

~------ 1 nn 
'A r-------

(2) 

(1) 

A' 't..n' 
-----

2 

FJO. 

In the beginning the piston B is at A and 
therefore B' at A', and all "molecules" are 
in the space between. A certain fraction of 
the molecules have their co-ordinate x in the 

- ~interval. We shall designate by Wt 
• .--:--- the probability that this is the case for a ~"'- randomly selected molecule and by w2 the 

probability that x is outside the interval. 
w Then w1 + w2 = 1. 

Let the distribution of the parameter y be 
over the values + 1 and -1 in any propor
ion but in any event independent of the 
'Mil-l~:~>-•• We imagine an intervention by an r. qt intelligent being, who imparts to y the value 

V\) 1 for all "molecules" whose x at that moment 
is in the selected interval. Otherwise the 
value -1 is assigned. If then, because of 
thermal fluctuation, for any "molecule," the 

~~-~~-- · -
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signed interval or, as we also may put it; if 
the "molecule" suffers a monomolecular 
chemical reaction with regard to x (by which 
it is transformed from a species that can pass 
the semipermeable piston A into a species for 
which t~e piston is impermeable)Xthen the 
parameter y retains its value 1 for the time 
being, so that the "molecule", because of the {)_ ~ _ ~ " volume of the parameter y, i! "nmmdet~u.,._ ~,~· during the whole following process that x 
originally was in the preassigned interval. 
We shall see immediately what part this -- • ' ~ may play. After the inter- . 

B vention just discussed, we move the piston, 
so that we separate the two~olecules with- ~~ u/'_ ou .. This resUlts in two con- -([ 
tainers, of which the first contains only the~ one · and the second only the other. _.....,..- k... ach . now i'O~thesame volume . . L~ .1-~ ~·- 1e mL"Xture did previously. In one of these ~ () containers, if considered by itself, there is 
now no equilibrium with regard to the two J_ ~ in x.'.' Of course the ratio of the two ~ ~ .-sp~· ~has remained Wt: w2 . If we~ ~J equilibriu~boJ..h cop.tainers indepe~dently_-j; ~ A.t!wit.b. constant volumeX' and temperature, 
then the·entropy of the' system certainly has ~~~ 
inc~a~ed· ~m:tse the total heat ~ is 0 ~ _ . _ · the ratio of the two "Sf}~' ... j.e;o ...-xO ... ' I._:. ~ Wt: W2 does not change. If We accomplish the~ U 
equilibrium distribution in both containers in 
a reversible fashion then the entropy of the 
rest of the world will decrease by the same 
amount. Therefore the entropy increases by 
a negative value, ~ct;' the value of the en
tropy increase per molecule is~ a..vo.~ : 

8 = k(Wt log Wt + w2log wz). (9) . &-
~ (The entropy constants if' t:e(m:J~;imt=w~~ 

the two"~ in x" do not occur here ex
plicitly,---aB the process leaves m:uiiatttr~ 
the total number of molecules belonging to 
the one or the other specie . 

Now of course we cannot bring the two 

P
~ gases back to the original volume without 

" 
1 
Ln~ expenditure of work by sin1ply moving the v--- piston back, as there are now in the con-

, tainer-which is oord~ by the pistons ~b.l. BB'--also molecules whose x-co-ordina·;te::.::;:;li::::es~--
outside of the preassigned interval and for 
which the piston A is not permeable any 
longer. Thus one can see that the calculated 
decrease of entropy (Equation [9]) does not 
mean a contradiction of the Second Law. 

As long as we do not use he.fact that the ~ mo1eCUiesm t e container BB~- by virtue of 
their co-ordinate y2 "remember" that t~ 
x-co-. ord~ate fot_: the m_9leculef'L.Qf this co -
~eE_Qtiginally was in thc_12reassi~ed in
terval full compensation ex~~JQ!:_the..cat
culated decrease of entropy, by virtue of the 
fact that the partialPressuies in the two con
tainers are smaller than in the original mix
ture. 

~ nXow we can_use the fact that all molecule§.. 
inthe container BB' have th~ y-cQ_-ordinate.. 
_!,and in the other accordingly = L.J.o bring 
!illJ:noleculel! ba~~ aga~ _to the originaLvol
ume. To accompliSh this we only need to 
replace the semipermeable wall A by a wall 
A*, which is semip~rmca.ble not with regard 

.. . 

,. 
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B'*, which is impermeable for the molecules 
with y = -1 and permeable for the others. 
Then both containers can be put into each 
other again without expenditure of energy. 
The distribution of the y-eo-ordinate with 
regard to 1 and - 1 now has become sta
tist~ent.~c and besides we are 

_ ___.-a---,b'"""'IC to re-establlshtlle original distribution 
over 1 and -1. Thus we have gone through 
a complete cycle. The o@:y change thiit we 
have to register is the resulting decrease of 
entropy given by (9): 

s = k(w1 log Wt + w2 log w2). (10) 

. 
I 

If we do not wish to admit that the .second ~ 
kt:Ub ~ has been violated, we must con- ~ 

elude that the intervention which estab-
lishes the coupling between y and x, tJuL f 1 . · ' I• " 
measurement of xby y, c&fi"Bet e;;;parated ~ · I;(. a.e~· 

r 

&om. ~\lJ{tlQ!l::QLEi_~. If a definite _A __ +. 
· h~to reali;LQ this couplin~a~ LA a~d.. , 

if the quantity of entropy that is inevitabTy .. 
produced is designated~ s2 , where L 
S 1 stands for the mean mcrease mentropy - ( 
thatoccurswheny~~and ~~ 
accordingly S2 for the increase that occurs 1 
wh~n y gbtain~ the value -1, we' arrive at 
the equation: 

~~ WtSt + w2S2 = S (11) 

e('c1In order for the Second Law to remain in 
force, this quantity of entropy must be 
greater than the decrease of entropy s, which 
according to (9) is produced by the utiliza-

\. 8\ tion of the measurement. Therefore the fol-
~ lowing unequality must be valid: 

~(I+s~ 
~ (12) 

.+ k(w1l~o1 + w2 log w2) ~ 0 

This equatio ust be valid for any values 
of Wt and w2 ,3 nd of course the constraint 
Wt + w2 = 1 c nnot be violated. We~~(. 

, ~ ~tigatffi@, in particular, ~which Wt and 
. ~givenS-values the expression becomes .. r;-- ~. ~~~imum. For the two mil.!imizing values 
J- Wt and w2 the unequality (/,) must still be 

~ valid. Under the above constraint, the mini-
'· mum occurs when the following equation 

holds: 

s1 1 s2 1 k + og Wt = k + og w2 (13) 

But then: 

(14) 

-----Jt' is easily seen tha:t if one introduces the , 
~ notation 

8. I 

... 

-· 



........ k, + log Wt ,;, ·k· + log w2 = f (15) () 

then: · 1 
L 

Wt = i·e-s''"t· 2 = i·e-s''". (16) 

__ ,. : ·~ If one substitutes ese values .into~ ~ 
• ' ,.- (12) one gets: 

Ae"( e -s,!k + e -sll" ) ~ 0. (17) 

~if, / Therefore the following also holds: 

~ A~ 0. (18) 

'l,t.o~'j if OI).e puts the values Wt and w2 from (16) 
· into the equations Wt + w2 = 1, one will g i:= 

, 'Ja'* .: e-s1/k + e-ss/k = e-~. (lg) 

----- And because A ~ 0, the following holds : 

. ft ~ e-s,lk + e-s1!k ~ 1. (20) 

M ~- This equation be universally valid, 
if ..the 0 ewei Isre •• *"t'''f hermodynamics is not 

. n (j} to be violated. 

. ..., 
. l 

•• 

J;.6T' · · As long as we allow intelligent beings . to 
perform· the intervention, a direct test is • 12-
not possible. But we can try to~~~ 

L 
nonliving devices that effect such coupling) 

• ~ 'l'heft we esulti see if indeed entropy is 
Jl:l~JH'6thtee6 and in what quantity. Having ~a..O, 

~ recognized that the only important factor 
if is a certain characteristic type of coupling, 

a "measurement," we need not construct 
any complicated models, which imitate the 
intervention of living beingsk. We can be 
satisfied with the construction of ~par
ticular type of coupling ~ memor . 

__ -.I_n_~example, the pos1 1on co-ordinate 
of pomter .going hack and ferth is "meas-
ured" by the energy content of a body K. , ou.c:1. ~""~(.o,.tUL-
The pointer is supposed to bt-irtg ctbotlf! 4ih~ ~~ """ ... r'"""7/.i ~ 
the body K -by whose energy content the ., ,.Aoot. 1) 
position of the pointer is to be measured-¥ ~ 
~ by heat conduction with one of 0 
~. A or B. The body is 1%J 
connected with A as long as the co-ordin- q kv. td 
ate-which determines the position - falls J . 
into a certain preassigned, but otherwise lf\..Ci~~~ 
arbitrarily large or small interval a, and 
otherwise if the co-ordinate is in the interval 
b, with B. Up to a certain moment, namely 
the moment of the "measurement," both 

_ ___,..., HwQPtJi6fts will be thermally connected with 

'l 

a heat reservoir at temperature To· At this 
moment the inserti.J>n A will be cooled 
reversiblY. to the ;remperature T A thY a 
periodically functioning mechanical device. 
That is, after successive contacts with heat 
reservoirs of intermediate temperatures, A 
will be brought into contact with a heat 
reservoir of the temperature T A· At the same 
time the insertion B will be m the 
same way to temperature T B· Then the 

-----1S-~I'IQI:~B:S will again be isolated from the 

r . 

corresponding heat reservoirs. 
We assume that the position of the pointer 

changes so slowly that all the operations 
that we have sketched take place while the 
position of the pointer remains tAe &'URQo 

If the position co-ordinate of the pointer 
fell in the preassigned interval, then the 
body was connected with the insertion A 

...;_ ____ o...~...~_ ...... .......::.:...;.........c.-... _______ __. • ..\. _ • ..:_ 

1' 
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--~~~~·~. the bOOy 

----- temperature T B· Its energy content be-

comes-according to the position of the 

pointer at the time of "measurement"

small at temperature T A or great at temper-

ature T 8 and will retain its value, even if 

the pointer eventually mevee <Otit-et- the 

preassigned interval or enters into it. After 

some time, while the pointer is still RlQViR~, 

___ o_n_e_~....., draw conclusion from the 

~~bri'~ energy content of the body K with regard 

""-' (j to th position of the pointer at a ~iveR 

~ but one can draw a definite con

clusion with regard to the position of the 

pointer at the time of the measurement. 

Then the measurement is comp,leted. . 

'After the measurement has been ac

complished, the above-mentioned periodic

ally functioning mechanical device should 

connect the thermally isolated insertions A 

and B with the heat reservoir T 0• This has 

the purpose of bringing the body K - which 

is now also connected with. one of the two 

.--ll~~~-back into its original state. The 

direct connection of the Mrtions and 

hence of the body K - which has been either 

cooled to T A or heated to T 8 - to the reser

voir T 0 consequently causes an increase of 

entropy. This cannot be avo ided, because 

· it would ~e gf adva lltage to heat the 

mse~A reversibly to the temperature To 

by successive contacts with the reservoirs of 

intermediate temperatures and to cool B 

in the same manner. After the measurement 

we do not know with which of the two 

insertions the bOOy K is in contact at that 

moment; nor do we know whether it had 

been in connection with T A or T B in the end. 

Therefore neither do we know whether we 

should use intermediate temperatures be

tween T A and T 0 or between T 0 and T B· 

The mean value of the quantity of en

tropy s. and S2 for each measurement can 

be calculated, if the heat capacity as a. 

function of the temperature t(T) is known 

for the body K, since the entropy can be 

calculated from the heat capacity. We have, 

of course, neglected the heat capacities of 

the ~. If the position co-ordinate of 

_ __,..---,..JlePointer was in the preassigned interval 

at the time of the "measurement," and 

accordingly the body in connection with 

insertion A, then the entropy conveyed to 

the heat reservoirs during successive cooling 

was tcsJ0 
rTq !._ du 
JTA T dT. 

(21) 

~ However, following this, the entropy 

/ ~ithdrawn from the reservoir To by direct 

1 / . contact with it was 

.. 

~~ 

(nC~aa.~ t-7; 
r~~ 

J 

~ 
A 4.A~ eft.. . f 

(22) ,- I 

A l in all th ntropy was increased by . • 1 .. 
JtOfi u(To)- utrA) 

To 

~----~--~~~--~
 

r 



., 

• $ 

the amount 

. SA= u(TA) -u(To) + rro!.. du dT. (23) 

To lr.A T dT 

Here u stands for the difference of energy 

of the two states and g for the statistical 

weigh · . We can set the energy of the 

~rr------r.:on;w~e:;r-;state equal to. z?6 without loss of 

generality. Therefore\( 

~ 8 = (T" )klgq(TA)p(To) 

S A q A o q(To)p(TA) 

Q + k log p(TA) 

~. p(To) • (26) 

e= q(To) p (Ts) 

- Ss = p(Ts) k log q(Ts) p (To) 

+ k log q(Ts) 
q(To) 
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8 -B.alA if ~-:-- I 

Jlease the permiBBible limiting case oottiti 

~ The use of semipermeable 

walls according to Figure 1 allows ;.w... _ o.. ~ 

utilization of the measurement~ ~q~ 
(1) certainly cannot be sharpened. IJ C: 

As we have seen in this example, a simple ;-- • ' 

device can achieve the same 

essential result as would be achieved by the _, ,1 
, 17 

, /J 

intervention of intelligent beings. We have - ~,~d.J.(_ 

examined the "~Wing H:m~" of ~ ~o.::..:n"---- tP ~<.U:L ,., 

living device and have seen -that ~ V 

~quantity of entwpy ~ 

~ ~1'ed by thermodynamics. 

APPENDIX 

d4 In the case considered, when the ·frequency of 
~ 

/..- L the two states depends on the temperature ac-

~c-c.V' cording to the equations: i 

1 ge-..11T 

p(T) - 1 + ge-..1kT ; q(T) = 1 + ge-..laT (30) 

and the mean energy of the body is given by: 

- uge- UJlT 

u(T) .. uq(T) - 1 + ud'•T' (31) 

Jti~e following identity beeiJmet:r valid: 

- ........... 

!. du - j_ {u(T) + k log ( 1 + e-,llT)} <32) 
TdT dT T . 

· Therefore we can write the equation: 

~--:. ~(T,.) -A(To) +!To!_ dudT 

A T TdT . 
0 T.t 

(33) 

JtliiZUli~&::w:q:- 0--d 

8 
u(T ... ) - utTo) 

.. - '.fo (34) 

+ {u~> + k log(1 + ue-..'u)} ::, 
.5 

and by substituting the limi~we obtain: 

- [l_ 1 \'- 1 + ge-..'•"• 
8.t- u(T")'{o- T.tj' klog 1 +ge-..'•""' (35) 

"""'~12..1..---~-:-'"----:Ifrr;;w;;;;e~ the latter equation according to 

(25): . 

' 1 
1 + ge- wlaf' - - (36) 

p(T) ~ 

l or T" and To, then we obtain: .~/ 
.- ( 1 iL_ p(T) 

s .. - u(T .. ) To - T ~ , k log p(;l) (37) 

}nd ~ we write according to (31): 

u(T ,.) • uq(T .t) (38) 

I . 



~ (.tr"" '• 0 • A I r • •• ,-:-&J~~~~~:::-;-..-:=-~-.,.=-;-......,."'"""'~------' 9r #e finally write according to (25): 

~. c u q(T) 

rJ{)c,fi . T- -kloggp(T)' { • ~ ·0 iar T A and To , then we obtain: a ... 
- SA • (T A) k lo !!. (To) g(T A) 
• qr- , g q (To) p(T A) 

~A ~(l p(TA) 
fL)J + k log p(To) . 

; "' (40) 

(41) 

;g 
We obtain the corresponding equation for S8 , 0 

if we iB~e1'aoge the index A with B. Then we 0 
obtain: /I.Pf'-~.cu .. -. ~ 

p(To) q((Ts) p(Ts) ~ 
8 8 • q(T8 ) k log q(To) p((Ts) + k log p(To )' (42) ~ 

l4,b ~Formula (41) is identical with (26), give~for ~ 
S ~!~ the text. ; 

1 ·we can ·~ula. for Ss! if we ~ 
(}. 

4 
write: 1. - ~ 

/U1( ; , q(Ts) = p(Ts), (43) ~ o,_ . 

~ oxpand and oollMI te.-ma, th•n we g•t . ~r:/l.J /" ,) _ d-

q(To) p(Ts) q(Ts) -) ~ 
8 8 - p(T8 ) k log p(To) q(Ts) + k log q(To )' (44) 

.~ This is the formula ~ven in the text for ~8 • 
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In memory of Leo Szilard, who passed away on May 30, 1964 we present 

an English translation of his classical paper tlber die Entropieverminderung 
in einem thermodynamischen System bei Eingriffen intelligenter Wesen, 
which appeared in the Zeitschrijt fiir Physik, 1929, 53, 840-856. The publica- X 
tion in this journal of this translatiOn was approved by Dr. Szilard before he 
died, but he never saw the copy. 

This is one of the earliest, if not the earliest paper, in which the relations 
of physical entropy to information (in the sense of modem mathematical 
theory of communication) were rigorously demonstrated and in which Max
well's famous demon was successfully exorcised: a milestone in the integra
tion of physical and cognitive concepts. 

ON THE DECREASE OF ENTROPY IN A THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM 

BY THE INTERVENTION OF INTELLIGENT BEINGS 

by Leo Szilard 

Translated by Anatol Rapoport and Mechthilde Knoller from the original article "Uber die Entropiever-

minderung in einem thermodynamischen System bei Eingriffen intelligenter Wesen." Zeitschrift Jilr 'X/ 
Physik, 1929, 53:840-856. / ""-
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1 The author evidently uses the word "omi
nous" in the sense that the possibility of realizing 
the proposed arrangement threatens the validity 
of the Second Law.-Translator 

2 The produced entropy is denoted with 81, iiz. 
3 The increase in entropy can depend only on 

the types of measurement and their results but 
not on how many systems of one or the other type 
were present. 

• See the Appendix. ,... 
~HE objective of the feHe¥~mg investiga
/..1.. tion is to find the conditions wbicb ap
parently allow the construction of a per
petual-motion "machine" of a second type, 
if one permits an intelligent being to inter
vene in a thermodynamic system. When such 
beings make measurements, they: make the 
system behave in a manner -~ different 
from the way a mechanical system behaves 
wheQ left to itself. We 111111:1: show that · _¥. a 
sort of a memory faculty, manifested by a 
system where measurements occur, -:t:l5t 
might cause a permanent decrease of en
tropy and thus a violation of the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics, were it not for the 
fact that the measurements themselves are 
necessarily accompanied by a production of 
entropy. At first we~ calculate this pro
duction of entropy quite generally from the 
postulate that full compensation is made in 
the sense of the Second Law [Equation(lJl 
Second, by using an inanimate device ab!e 
to make measurements- however under con
tinual entropy production-we 'B'I:el:ij calcu
late the resulting quantity of entropy. We 
~find that it is exactly as great as is 
necessary for full compensation. The real 
production of entropy in connection with 
the measurement, therefore, need not be 

~
eat r than Equation (1) requires. 

ere is an Objectwn, already histonca, 
ag inst the universal validity of the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics, which indeed 
looks rather ominous. The objection is em
bodied in the notion of Maxwell's demon, 
who in a different fonn appears even nowa
days again and again; perhaps not unreason
ably, inasmuch as behind the precisely 
formulated question quantitative connec
tions seem to be hidden which to date have 
not been clarified. The objection in its origi
nal formulation concerns a demon who 
catches the fast molecules and lets the slow 
ones pass. To be sure, the objection can be 
met with the reply that man cannot in prin
ciple estimate a thermally fluctuating param
eter. However, one cannot deny that we can 
very well measure the value of such a fluctu
ating parameter and therefore could cer
tainly gain energy at the expense of heat by 
arranging our intervention according to the 
results of the measurements. Presently, of 
course, we do not know whether we commit 
an error by not including the intervening 
man into the system and by disregarding 
his biological functions. 

Apart from this unresolved matter, it is 
known today that in a system left to itself no 
"perpetuum mobile" (perpetual motion ma
chine) of the second kind (more exactly, no 
"automatic machine of continual finite 
work-yield which uses heat at the lowest 
temperature") can operate in spite of the 
fluctuation phenomena. A perpetuun1 mobile 
would have to be a machine which in the 
long run could lift a weight at the expense of 
the heat content of a re ervoir. In other 
words, if we want to use the fluctuation phe
nomena in order to gain energy at the ex
pense of heat, we arc i.n the same position as 
playing a game of chance, in \Yhich we may 
win certain amounts now and then, although 
the expected value of the winnings is zero or 
negative. The same applies to a system where 
the intervention from outside is perform.ed 
stt·ictly periodically. We consider this as es
tablished ( zilard, 1925) and intend here 
only to consider the difficulties that occur 
when intelligent beings intervene in a sys
tem. We hall try to discover the quantita
tive dependencies having to do with this 
intervention. 

Smoluchowski (1914, p. 89) writes: "As 
far as we know today, there is no automatic, 
permanently effective perpetual motion ma
chine, in spite of the molecular fluctuations, 
but such a device could function regularly if 
it were appropriately operated by intelligent 
beings ..... " 

A perpetual motion machine therefore is 
possible if-according to the general method 
of physics-we view the experimenting man 
as a sort of deus ex rnachina, one who is con
tinuously and exactly informed of the exist
ing state of nature and who is able to start or 
interrupt the macroscopic course of nature 
at any moment without expenditure of work. 
Therefore he would not have to possess the 
ability to catch single molecules like ~fax
well's demon, although he would definitely 
be different from real living beings. In 
eliciting any physical effect by use of the 
sensory as well as the motor nervous system 
an expenditure of energy is always involved, 
apart from the fact that the very existence 
of living beings is dependent on continual 
dissipation of energy. 

Whether - considering these circum
stances- real living beings could continually 
or at least periodically produce energy at the 
expense of heat at lowest temperature ap
pears very doubtful, even though our ignor
ance of the biological conditions does not 
allow a definite answer. However the latter 
questions lead beyond the scope of physics 
in the strict sense. 

It appears that the ignorance of the bio
logical conditions need not tt·ouble us in 
order to recognize what seems to us to be the 
essential thing. We may be sme that intelli
gent living beings-inasmuch as we are deal
ing with their intervention in a thermody
namic system--can be replaced by nonliving 
devices whose "biological conditions" one 
could study in order to see whether in fact a 
compensation of the entropy decrease takes 
place as a result of the intervention by such 
a device in a system. 

e&v'u-0 . ~ 

l ~ -

(u.l}..(( 
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In the first place, we wish to understand 
how the decrease of entropy takes place 
when intelligent living beings intervene in a 
thermodynamic system. We shall see that 
this depends on a certain type of coupling 
between different parameters of the system. 
We shall consider an unusually sirnple type 
of these "ominous" couplings.1 In short we 
shall talk about a "measurement," if we 
succeed in coupling the value of a parameter 
y (fo1· instance the position co-ordinate of a 
pointer of a measuring instrument) at one 
moment with the momentary value of a 
fluctuating parameter x of the system, in 
such a way that we can draw conclusions 
from the value y to the value that x had at 
the moment of the "measurement." In this 
procedure x and y will be uncoupled after 
the measurement, so that x can change, 
while y retains its value for some tin1e. Such 
measurements arc not harmless interactions. 
A system in which such measurements occur 
shows a sort of memory faculty, in the sense 
that one can recognize by the state param
eter y what value another state parameter x 
had at an earlier moment, and we shall see 
that just by virtue of such memory the 
Second Law could be violated, if the meas
urement were to take place without com
pensation. We shall realize that the Second 
Law is not violated as much by this entropy 
decrease as one would think, when we see 
that the entropy decrease resulting from the 
interaction would be compensated com
pletely in any event if the procedw·e of such 
a measw·ement were, for instance, always 
accompanied by production of k log 2 units 
of entropy. In that case it would be possible 
to find a more general entropy law, which can 
be universally applied to all measurements. 
Finally we shall consider a very simple (of 
cow'Se, not living) device, that is able to 
make measurements continually and whose 
"biological conditions" we can easily study. 
By direct calculation, one finds in fact a con
tinual entropy production of the value re
quired by the above-mentioned entropy 
law-defined from the validity of the Second 
Law. 

The first example, which we are going to 
consider more closely as a typical one, is the 
following. A standing hollow cylinder, clo ed 
at both ends, can be separated into two un
equal sections of volumes vl and v2 respec
tively by inserting a partition from the side 
at an arbitrarily fixed height. This partition 
forms a piston that can be moved upwards 
and downwards in the cylinder. An enor
mously large heat reservoir of a given tem
perature T insures that a possibly present 
gas in the cylinder goes through an isother
mic expansion as the piston moves. This gas 
will consist of a single molecule which, as 
long as the piston is not inserted into the 
cylinder, moves about in the whole cylinder 
by virtue of its thermal motion. 

DUPLICATE 

Imagine, specifically, a man who at a given 
time inserts the piston into the cylinder and 
somehow notes whether the molecule is 
caught in the upper or lower part of the cyl
inder, that is, in volume VI or v2. If he 
should find that the former is the case, then 
he would push the piston slowly downward 
until it reaches the bottom of the cylinder. 
During this slow movement of the piston the 
molecule stays, of cow'Sc, above the piston. 
However, it is no longer constrained to the 
upper half of the cylinder but bounces many 
times against the piston which is already in 
the lower half of the cylinder. In this way 
the molecule docs a cm·tain amount of work 
on the piston. This is the work that corre
sponds to the isothermal expansion of an 
ideal gas- consisting of one single molecule-
from volume VI to the volume VI + v2 0 

After some time, when the piston has reached 
the bottom of the container, the molecule has 
again the full volwne vl + v2 to move about 
in, and the piston is removed. The procedure 
may be repeated many times. The man 
pushes up or down depending on whether the 
molecule is trapped in the upper or lower 
half of the piston. To express it more exactly 
we have a procedure of coupling the trans
mission of force in such a way that a weight 
is always being lifted by the piston. In this 
way the potential energy of the weight cer
tainly increases constantly . (The transmis
sion of force to the weight is best performed 
in such a way that the force exerted by the 
weight on the piston at any position of the 
latter equals the average pressm e of the 
gas). It is clear that in t his manner energy is 
constantly gained at the expense of heat, as 
long as the biological functions of the inter
vening man are ignored in the calculation. 

In order to recognize how the man really 
affects the system, one be t imagines that 
the movement of the piston is performed me
chanically and that t he man 's activity con
sists only in registering the alt itude of the 
molecule and in pushing a lever (which con
trols the movement of the piston) to the 
right or left, depending on whether the 
registered height nece sitates a down o1· up
ward movement. This means that the inter
vent ion of the human being consists only in 
t he coupling of two position co-ordinates, 
namely a co-ordinate x, which determines 
the altitude of the molecule, ·with another 
co-ordinate y, which determines the position 
of the lever and which determines an upward 
or downward motion of the piston . It is best 
to imagine t he ma s of tbe piston as large 
and its speed ufficient ly great, so that the 
thermal agitation of the piston at t he tem
pcratme in question can be neglected. 

In the typical example pre ented here, we 
wish to distinguish two periods, namely : 

1. The period of measurement when the 
piston has just been inserted in the middle of 
the cylinder and t he molecule is t rapped 

iT 
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either in the upper or lower half; so that if we 
choose the origin of co-ordinates appwpri
ately, the x-co-ordinate of the molecule is 
restricted to either the interval x > 0 or 
X< 0; 

2. The period of utilization of the measure
ment, "the period of decrease of entropy," 
during which the piston is moving up or 
down. During this period the x-co-ordinate 
of the molecule is certainly not restricted to 
the original interval x > 0 or x < 0. Ra.ther, 
if the molecule was in the upper half of the 
cylinder during the period of measurement 
i.e., when x > 0, the molecule must bounce 
on the downward-moving piston in the lower 
part of the cylinder, if it is to transmit 
energy to the piston; that is, the co-ordinate 
x has to be extended to the interval x < 0. 
The lever, on the contrary, retains during the 
whole period its position on the right be
cause of the corresponding movement down
ward. If the position of the lever on the right 
is designated by y = 1 (and correspondingly 
the position on the left by y = -1) we see 
that dUTing the period of measurement, the 
position x > 0 corresponds to y = 1; but 
afterwards y = 1 stays on, even though x 
passes into the other interval x < 0. We see 
that in the utilization of the measw·ements 
the coupling of the two parameters x and y 

disappears. 
We shall generally say that a parameter 

y "measures" a parameter x (which varies 
according to a probability law), if the value 
of y depends on the value of parameter x at a 
given moment. A measurernent procedure 
underlies the entropy decrease effected by 
the intervention of intelligent beings. 

One may reasonably assume that a meas
urement procedure is in principle associated 
with a very definite average entropy pro
duction, and this restores concordance with 
the Second Law. The amount of entropy 
associated with the measurement may, of 
coUTse, always be greater, but not smaller. 
To put it precisely: we have to distinguish 
here between two entropy values. One of 
them, sl ' is produced when dw·ing the meas
Ul'ement y assumes the value 1, and the 
other, S2 , when y assumes the value -1. We 
cannot expect to get general information 
about sl or s2 alone, but we shall see that if 
the amount of entropy produced by the 
"measUTement" is to compensate the en
tropy decrease affected by utilization, the 
general following equation derives: 

e-SJ!k + e-Sz/k ~ 1 (1) 

One can see from this equation that one 
can reduce one of the values, for instance 
-~ at will, but then the other value 82 be

comes correspondingly greater. Furthermore 
one can notice that the magnitude of the 
considered interval is of no consequence. One 
can al o ea ily under tand that it cannot be 
otherwise. 

On the other hand, a long as the entropies 
-~ and -2 , produced by the measurement , 
satisfy Equation (1), we can be sure that the 
decrea e of entropy later effected by the 
utilization of the mea urernent will be fully 
compensated for. 

Before we proceed with the pwof of Equa
tion (1), let us see in the light of the above 
mechanical example, how all this fits to
gether. For the entropies S1 and 82 produced 
by the m.ea m·ement , we a ume the follow
ing special ca e : 

This assumption satisfies Unequality (1) 
and the mean value of the quantity of en
tropy produced by a mea w-ement is (of 
course in this pecial case) independent of 
the frequencies Wt , w2 of the two events: 

S=klog2 ~ 
In this example one achieves decrease of 

entropy with the isothermic expansion:2 

Vt 
- 81 = - k log V V ; 

1- 2 

v2 
- 82 = -k log vl + v2, 

depending on whether the molecule was 
found in volwne vl or v2 when the piston 
was inserted. (The decrease of entropy 
equals the ratio of the quantity of heat lost 
from the heat reservoir in isothermic expan
sion to the temperatUTe of the heat reservoir 
in question). Since in the above case the fre
quencies w1, w2 are analogous to the volumes 
vl, v2' the mean value of the produced en
tropy is (a negative number): 

V1 klog V1 + V2 
V1 + v2 v1 + v2 V1 + V2 

· k log V 
1 

; V 
2 
+ k log 2 ~ 0 

And therefore: 

s + s ~ 0. 

In the special case considered, we would 
in effect have a full compensation for the 
decrease of entropy achieved by the utiliza
tion of the measw-ement. 

We shall now forgo examining fUTther 
special cases. We shall instead try with the 
help of a general observation to clarify the 
existing conditions and to derive equation 
(1). We shall therefore in1agine the whole 
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system-in which the co-ordinate x, exposed 
to some thermal fluctuations, can be meas
med by the parameter y in the way just 
explained-as a multitude of particles, all 
enclosed in one box. Every one of these par
ticles can move freely, so that they may be 
considered as the molecules of an ideal gas, 
which, because of thermal agitation, wander 
about in the common box independently of 
each other and exert a certain pressme on the 
walls of the box-the pressure being deter
mined by the temperature. We shall now 
recognize two of these molecules as chemi
cally different and principally separable by 
semipermeable walls, if the co-ordinate x for 
one molecule is in a prea-ssigned interval 
while the corresponding co-ordinate of the 
other molecule falls outside that interval. We 
also shall look upon them as chemically dif
ferent, if they differ only in that the y co
ordinate is+ 1 for one and -1 for the other. 

We should like to give the box in which the 
"molecules" are stored the form of a hollow 
cylinder containing four pistons. Pistons A 
and A' are fixed while the other two are mov
able, so that the distance BB' always equals 
the distance AA', as is indicated in Figme 1 
by the two brackets. A', the bottom, and B, 
the cover of the container, are impermeable 
for all "molecules," while A and B' are semi
permeable; namely, A is permeable only for 
those "molecules" for which the parameter x 
is in the preassigned interval, i.e., (x1 , x2), B' 
is only permeable for the rest. 

A 
B 1 

1--- - -·-

(2) 
(8) 

(1) 

t------

A' 
2 B' 

F IG. 1 

In the beginning the piston B is at A and 
therefore B' at A', and all "molecules" are 
in the space between. A certain fraction of 
the molecules have their co-ordinate x in the 
selected interval. We shall designate by Wt 

the probability that this is the case for a 
randomly selected molecule and by W2 the 
probability that x is outside the interval. 
Then W1 + w2 = 1. 

Let the distribution of the parameter y be 
over the values + 1 and -1 in any propor
tion but in any event independent of the 
value x. We imagine an intervention by an 
intelligent being, who imparts to y the value 
1 for all "molecules" whose x at that moment 
is in the selected interval. Otherwise the 
value -1 is assigned. If then, because of 
thermal fluctuation, for any "molecule," the 
parameter x should come out of the preas
signed interval or, as we also may put it, if 
the "molecule" suffers a monomolecular 
chemical reaction with regard to x (by which 
it is transformed from a species that can pass 
the semipermeable piston A into a species for 
which the piston is impermeable); then the 
parameter y retains its value 1 for the time 
being, so that the "molecule", because of the 
volume of the parameter y, is "reminded" 
during the whole following process that x 
originally was in the preas igned interval. 
We shall see immediately what part this 
"reminiscence" may play. After the inter
vention just discus ed, we move the piston, 
so that we separate the two molecules with
out the use of enet·gy. This re ults in two con
tainers, of which the first contains only the 
one species and the second ou1y the other. 
Each species now requires the same volume 
as the mixture did previously. In one of these 
containers, if considered by itself, there is 
now no equilibrium with regard to the two 
"species in x ." Of course the ratio of the two 
species has remained w1:w2 . If we create this 
equilibrium in both containers independently 
with constant volwnes and temperature, 
then the entropy of the system certainly has 
increased because the total heat change is 0, 
while the ratio of the two "species in x" 
w1:w2 does not change. If we accomplish the 
equilibrium distribution in both containers in 
a reversible fashion then the entropy of the 
rest of the world will decrease by the same 
amount. Therefore the entropy increases by 
a negative value, e.g., the value of the en
tropy increase per molecule is: 

' ~ k(w, log w, + w, log w,). )ll!f" ~ j 
(The entropy constants in connection with 

the two "species in x" do not occm here ex
plicitly, as the process leaves undisturbed 
the total number of molecules belonging to 
the one or the other species). 

1 ow of cout·se we cannot bring the two 
gases back to the original volume without 
expenditw·e of work by simply moving the 
piston back, as there are now in the con
tainer-which is bordered by the pistons 
BB'-also molecules whose x-co-ordinate lies 
outside of the preassigned interval and for 
which the piston A is not permeable any 
longer. Thus one can see that the calculated 
decrease of entropy (Equation [9]) does not 
mean a contradiction of the Second Law. 

As long as we do not use the fact that the 
molecules in the container BB', by virtue of 
their co-ordinate y, "remember" that the 
x-co-ordinate for the molecules of this con
tainer originally was in the prea signed in
terval, full compensation exists for the cal
culated decrease of entropy, by virtue of the 
fact that the partial pressmes in the two con
tainers are smaller than in the original mix
tUI"e. 

Tow we can use the fact that all molecules 
in the container BB' have the y-eo-ordinate 
1, and in the other accordingly -1, to bring 
all molecules back again to the original vol
ume. To accomplish this we ou1y need to 
replace the semipermeable wall A by a wall 
A*, which is semipermeable not with regard 
to x but with regard toy, namely so that it is 
permeable for the molecules with the y-eo
ordinate 1 and impermeable for the others. 
Correspondingly we replace B' by a piston 
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B'*, which is impermeable for the molecules 
with y = - 1 and permeable for the others. 
Then both containers can be put into each 
other again without expenditure of energy. 
The distribution of the y-eo-ordinate with 
regard to 1 and -1 now has become sta
tistically independent, and besides we are 
able to re-establish the original distribution 
over 1 and -1. Thus we have gone through 
a complete cycle. The only change that we 
have to register is the resulting decrease of 
entropy given by (9): 

8 = k(w1log w1 + w2log w2). ¢ 
If we do not wish to admit that the second 

principle has been violated, we must con
clude that the intervention which estab
lishes the coupling between y and x, the 
measmement of x by y, cannot be separated 
from a production of entropy. If a definite 
method is chosen to realize this coupling and 
if the quantity of entropy that is inevitably 
produced is designated with sl and s2 , where 
sl stands for the mean increase in entropy 
that occurs when y obtains the value 1, and 
accordingly S2 for the increase that OCCW'S 

when y obtains the value -1, we arrive at 
the equation: 

w1S1 + w~2 = S ~ 
In order for the Second Law to remain in 

force, this quantity of entropy must be 
greater than the decrease of entropy s, which 
according to (9) is produced by the utiliza
tion of the measurement. Therefore the fol
lowing unequality must be valid : 

This equation must be valid for any values 
of w1 and w2 ,3 and of comse the constraint 
w1 + w2 = 1 cannot be violated. We are in
vestigating, in particular, at which w1 and 
w2 for given -values the expre sion becomes 
a rninimwn. For the two minimizing values 
w1 and w2 the unequality (3) must still be 
valid. Under the above constraint, the mini
mum occurs when the following equation 
holds: 

sl s2 1 k + log w1 = k + og W2 

But then: 

It is easily seen that if one introduces the 
notation 

sl 1 s2 1 < - + oa w1 = - + og w2 = X k "' k , # 

then: 

If one substitutes these values into Equa
tion (12) one gets: 

xi(e-8
'
1"' + e-8

!
1") ~ 0. ~ 

Therefore the following also holds: 

)\ ~ 0. (18) 

If one puts the values w1 and w2 from (16) 
into the equations w1 + w2 = 1, one will get: 

e-s,/k + e- s211c =e- x. ( 19 ) 

And because X ~ 0, the following holds: 

e -s, tk + e -sttk ~ 1. ( 20 ) 

This equation has to be universally valid, 
if the Second Law of Thermodynamics is not 
to be violated. 

AB long as we allow intelligent beings to 
perform the intervention, a direct test is 
not possible. But we can try to build simple 
nonliving devices that effect such coupling. 
Then we could see if indeed entropy is 
produced and in what quantity. Having 
recognized that the only important factor 
is a certain characteristic type of coupling, 
a "measw·ement," we need not construct 
any complicated models, which imitate the 
intervention of living beings. We can be 
satisfied with the construction of a pal·
ticular type of coupling with memory. 

In om example, the position co-ordinate 
of a pointer going back and forth is "meas
ured" by the energy content of a body K. 
The pointer is supposed to bring about that 
the body K -by whose energy content the 
position of the pointer is to be measmed-is 
connected by heat conduction with one of 
the two insertions, A or B. The body is 
connected with A as long as the co-ordin
ate-which determines the positions-falls 
into a certain preassigned, but otherwise 
arbitrarily large or small interval a, and 
otherwise if the co-ordinate is in the interval 
b, with B. Up to a certain moment, namely 
the moment of the "measurement," both 
insertions will be thermally connected with 
a heat reservoir at temperature T0• At this 
moment the insertion A will be cooled 
reversibly to the Temperature T A by a 
periodically functioning mechanical device. 
That is, after successive contact with heat 
reservoirs of intermediate temperatures, A 
\Yill be brought into contact with a heat 
re ervoir of the temperatme T A· At the same 
time the insertion B will be brought in the 
same way to temperature T B· Then the 
insertions will again be isolated from the 
corre ponding heat reservoirs. 

We asswne that the position of the pointer 
changes so slowly that all the operations 
that we have sketched take place while the 
position of the pointer remains the same. 
If the position co-ordinate of the pointer 
fell in the preassigned interval, then the 
body wa connected with the insertion A 
during the mentioned operation, and conse
quently was cooled to temperature T A· 
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Otherwise, the body would be heated to 

temperature Tn. Its energy content be

comes-according to the position of the 

pointer at the time of "measurement"

small at temperature T A or great at tempei'

ature To and will retain its value, even if 

the pointer eventually moves out of the 

preassigned interval or enters into it. After 

some time, while the pointer is still moving, 

one cannot draw a conclusion from the 

energy content of the body K with regard 

to the position of the pointer at a given 

moment, but one can draw a definite con

clusion with regard to the position of the 

pointer at the time of the measurement. 

Then the measW"ement is completed. 

After the measW'ement has been ac

complished, the above-mentioned periodic

ally functioning mechanical device should 

c01mect the thermally isolated insertions A 

and B with the heat reservoir T 0• This has 

the pW'pose of bringing the body K -which 

is now also connected with one of the two 

insertions-back into its original state. The 

direct connection of the insertions and 

hence of the body K- which has been either 

cooled to T A or heated to T n-to the reser

voir T 0 consequently causes an increase of 

entropy. This cannot be avoided, because 

it would not be of advantage to heat the 

insertion A reversibly to the temperature To 

by successive contacts with the reservoirs of 

intermediate temperatures and to cool B 

in the same manner. After the measurement 

we do not know with which of the two 

insertions the body K is in con tact at that 

moment; nor do we know whether it had 

been in connection with T A or To in the end. 

Therefore neither do we know whether we 

should use intermediate temperatW'es be

tween T A and T o or between To and T B· 

The mean value of the quantity of en

tropy St and S2 for each measurement can 

be calculated, if the heat capacity as a 

function of the temperature u(T) is known 

for the body K , since the entropy can be 

calculated from the heat capacity. We have, 

of course, neglected the heat capacities of 

the insertions. If the position eo-ordinate of 

the pointer was in the preassigned interval 

at the time of the "measurement," and 

accordingly the body in connection with 

insertion A, then the entropy conveyed to 

the heat reservoirs during successive cooling 

was 

!,To 1 du (21) 
TA T dT. 

However, following this, the entropy 

withdrawn from the reservoir T 0 by direct 

contact with it was 

u(To)-uT,.,) 

To 
(22) 

All in all the entropy was increased by 

the amount 

SA = u(TA)- u(To) +fro.!_ du dT. (23) 

To JTA T dT 

Accordingly the entropy will increa e by 

the following amount, if the body was in 

contact with the insertion B at the time of 

the "measW'ement": 

Sn = u(Tn) - u(To) + ( To.!_ du dT. (24) 

To 1r8 TdT 

We shall now apply these equations to 

the very sin1ple case, where our body has 

only two energy states, a lower and a higher 

state. If such a body is in thermal contact 

with a heat reservoir at any temperature T1, 

the probability that it is in the lower or 

upper state respectively is given by: 

( T) - 1 
p - 1 + ge-u/kT 

(25) 
-u'kT 

q( T) = 1 ~ ge-u/kT 

Here u stands for the difference of energy 

of the two states and g for the statistical 

weighting. We can set the energy of the 

lower state equal to zero without loss of 

generality. Therefore :4 

) 
q(TA) p (To) 

SA = q(TA k log q(To) p (T .... ) 

+ k log p(TA) 
p(To) 

q(To) p (Tn) 

So = p(Tn) k log q(Tn) P (To) 

+ kl q(Tn) 
og q(To) 

(26) 

Here q and p are functions of T given by 

equation (25). The arguments of the func

tion are to be To, TA, or Tn, whichever 

applies. 
If we wish to draw a dependable con

clusion from the energy content of the body 

K to the position co-ordinate of the pointer, 

we have to sec to it that the body surely 

gets into the lower energy state when it 

gets into contact with T A , and surely into 

the upper energy state when it gets into 

eon tact with T 8 . In other words : 

p(TA) = 1, q(TA) = 0; p(To) 

= 0, q(Tn) = 1. 
(27) 

This of cow'Se cannot be achieved, but 

may be arbitrarily approximated by setting 

T.... near absolute zero and by making the 

statistical weighting g infinitely large when 

the threshold is crossed. T 0 is also changed, 

so that p(T0) and q(T0) become fixed. The 

equation (26) accordingly becomes: 

SA = - k log p(To) ; B 
(28) 

= - k log q(To) 

And if we form the expression e- sAJk + 
e- 8 8 1\ we find : 
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e-sAik + e-sa/k = 1. (29) 

Hence the permissible limiting case could 

just be realized. The use of semipermeable 

walls according to Figure 1 allows full 
utilization of the measurement. Inequality 

(1) certainly cannot be sharpened. 
As we have seen in this example, a simple 

nonliving device can achieve the same 

essential result as would be achieved by the 

intervention o£ intelligent beings. We have 

examined the "living functions" of a non

living device and have seen that exactly 

the quantity of entropy is in it produced 

that is required by thermodynamics. 

APPENDIX 

In the case considered, when the frequency of 

the two states depend on the temperature ac

cording to the equations: 
1 ge-..llcT 

p(T) = 1 + ge"""'kT; q(T) = 1 + ge-utkT (30) 

and the mean energy of the body i given by: 

uge-"ttT 
u( T) = uq( T) = 1 

itkT . (31) + ge 

The following identity becomes valid: 

.!.. du = ~ {u(T) + k log (1 + e-..llrT) } 
TdT dT T . 

Therefore we can write the equation: 

B = u(TA)- (To) !, To.!_ du dT 
A T + TdT . 

0 TA 

Also this way: 

SA = u(T A) - utTo) 
To 

+ {u(T) + k log(1 + ge-utk1)} To , 
T Tj, 

and by substituting the limit we obtain: 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

1 1 1 + 06-..tkTo 
SA=u(TA)T - -T +klog 1 + tkTA. (35) 

o A ge-.. 

If we express the latter equation according to 

(25): 

1 
1 + ge- utcT = _ 

p(T) 

For T A and To, then we obtain: 

SA = u(T A) (..!.. - _!_ + k log p(T A)) 
To TA p(To) 

And if we tbu&-Wl'ite according t0-(31) · 

u(TA) = ttq(TA) 

then we obtain: 

SA = q(T .4) (~ - ~) + k log p(T A) . 
To TA p(To) 

We finally write according to (25): 

!::. = -k lo q(T) 
T ggp(T). 

For T A and To , then we obtain: 

S = (T ) k l P. (To) q(T A) 
A p A og q (To) p(T A) 

+ k I p(7'A) 
ogp(To) · 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

We obtain the corresponding equation for S 8 , 

if we interchange the index A with B. Then we 

obtain: 

S = (T ) k l p(To) q((Ta) + k I p(T a) (42) 
8 q 8 og q(To) p((T a) og p(To )" 

Formula (41) is identical with (26), given for 

SA in the text. 
We can also obtain the formula for Sa, if we 

write: 

q(Ta) = p(Ta), 

expand and collect terms, then we get 

(43) 

S = p(T ) k lo q(To) p(Ta) + k 1 q(Ta) (44) 
a a g p(To) q(7'a) og q(To )" 

This is the formula given in the text for Sa. 
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